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PUBLISHERS' PREFACE.
Though "Heaven's high behest no preface needs" government raid on Citizen
words in behalf of Liberty and Union which intelligent collectiveisin promotes ; for the status of mutual freedom is imperiled the moment
Personal Integrity suffers detriment. Beyond all other extant expressions of
opinion Princeton Literature proclaims the American Idea, Liberty in Right;
giving initiative to political, industrial, religious and social growth — itdevelopes
and incarnates Natural Law and Order on all lines of individual and associative
enterprise, finding in Opportunity and Reciprocity essential guarantees of fruit
ful Peace and progressive Harmony. The coercive weight of majority despotism,
the arbitrary -spirit of war policies and the restrictive purpose of war-begotten
legislation culminated in the stealthy procurement of Comstock's "statutes"
wiiich, by invasive device, put a decoy God into the Federal Constitution, subject
Thought to tyrannous supervision and fasten on hitherto comparatively free
States superstitious, arrogant, venomous Censorship of the Press and of Morals.
The assault on Mrs. Woodhull, Messrs. Train, Lant, Dr. Foote, and many others
revealed the savage purpose of Inquisition, startling Citizens to inquire if our
liberties were irrevocably wrested from us. Though Mr. Heywood had held
Free Love views, twenty years, they were first published, Jan. 1876, in Cupid's
Yokes which decrees Sexual Self-go verment, demands immediate, unconditional
repeal of "obscenity statutes," and inculcates the duty and necessity of Citizens
The old
judging for themselves what is right in all matters of humin interest.
church notion that man is the head of woman, that she is for his use and plea
sure, irrespective of what her mind and conscience teach, is a most revolting
phase of the inquisitorial conspiracy , making women insurgent wherever they
sense the purpose of legalized terrorism, and especially moving Mrs. Heywood
to resent barbarous imposition by incisive, persistent statement which has become
The logical assertion of Liberty which illumines Princeton
notably beneficent.
Heights sheds light on every phase of Reform and opens paths out of dense religio-politieal darkness ; but alarmed usurpers "breathing out threatening and
For alleged-mailing Cupid's Yokes
slaughter" struck against oracles of Truth.
and trail's Sexual Physiology Mr. Heywood was arrested, Nov. 2d, 1877, tried
and convicted later, and, June 25th, 1878, sentenced by Judge Nathan Clifford,
to two years%t hard labor in Dedham Jail ; but was unconditionally released by
President Hayes, Dec. 19 following. Enraged by signal defeat Comstock broke
in again upon the Princeton home Oct. 26, 1882,* seized and carried off Mr. Hey
wood who was again lodged in Charles St. Jail, Boston. Uereisthe"complaint:"
District of Massachusetts, City of >
Boston, in the County of Suffolk, J
"Anthony Comstock, of the City of Brooklyn, County of Kings, State of New York,
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Right requires

* When Comstock came in, with presuming impudence he offered to shake hands;
When the buby-girl, Psyche Ceres, trotted in, C.
tried to coax her towards him; Mr. II. said "Don't pollute her with your caresses, "
Leaving "the prisoner" in charge of Dep. U. S. Marshal Enos, a very gentlemanly
offieer, who apoligized for coming to Princeton on such business, C. crossed the com
mon for conveyance; as the team drove up Mr. H., stepping front to catch the driver's
eye, asked "Mr, Bliss is this your tree-will act helping kidnap a neighbor?"
He in
stantly replied "This man is a stranger who called for a team; I not knowing whom I
was to carry;" Comstock blazed in "I should have arrested him and taken his horses
had ho not harnessed up;" (To officer Enos) "Put him in, put him in" — but there was
no armed revolt or other attempted rescue! On the way to llolden depot Mr. II. s iid
to Comstock "Alan after man has been to me to take the contract to kill you, but Citi .
zens have talked the matter over and concluded you are not worth the powder ; if we
make a martyr we want decent stock for it;" "Why did you, backed by two annedpolicemcn, refuse to read your warrant and threaten to take me, without coat or hat,
from Nassau Hull, Nov. 2d, 1877/" Comstock replied "There were 250 men in that Con
vention that I did not euro to come in collision with!" Reaching Boston atS p. it. Mr.
II. was locked into a U. S. Court-room till 1 o'clock, not being allowed to communi
cate with friends to get bail, when they said "No one has come to bail you utid we
must commit you." So, by a piece of purely gratuitous malice, for which Commis
sioner Hallett and Dist. Att'y Sangor are responsible, Mr, H, was, needlessly, put and
kept in Jail forty-four hours!

Mr. II. put his hands behind him.

PUBLISHERS' PREFACE.

iv

being daly sworn, deposes nnd says that he is nn Inspector of the Post Office Depart
ment of i lie United states; that he is intormed und verily believes that on or about the
tenth day of October, 1882, Ezra H. Heywood, of tho town of Princeton, in the -itato
of Massachusetts aforesaid, did unlawfully, wilfully, nnd knowingly deposit or cause to
be deposited in the mails of the United States, then and there for the purpose of mail
ing and delivering a certain obscene, lewd nnd indecent book .and pamphlet, which
said book and pamphlet was then and there known, called, and described by the title
of Cupid's Yokes; and deponent further saith that in the same package there was also
a certain other obscene, lewd, and indecent book, paper, pamphlet and print, which
said book, paper, pamphlet andtprint was then and there enclosed in a paper scaled
wrapper, and addressed as follows, that is to say: '.J. A. Mattocks, P. O. Box 441,
Nyack on the Hudson, Nyack, N. Y.' against the peace of the United States and their
dignity, and against the form of the statute of the said United States in such case
made and provided."
The second complaint is drawn in the same form and charges
the mailing of "acertain printed notice giving information whero, how, and of whom,
and by what means a certain article designed and intended lor the prevention of con
This, with a certain obscene, lewd and indecent
ception might be obtained and had.
paper, print, etc., was then and there enclosed in a sealed wrapper, and addressed as
follows, that is to say: 'Geo. Edwards, Nyack on the Hudson, Nyack, New York,'
against, etc."

At the hearing before U. S. Commissioner Hallett, Nov. 23, Ass't Dis't Att'y
P. Pickering, Geo.W. Searle and
Blodgett appeared for the prosecution, and
Storer Cobb Esquires for the accused. Hon. Elizur Wright, A. E. Giles Esq.,
Lucy N. Colman, Mrs. Whittaker, Walter C. Wright, Lucy M.,J. Flora and
Josephine S. Tilton, Vesta Vernon and IlermesSidney Hey wood. Benj. R. Tucker,
H. Swain,
Geo. Chainey,
P. Mendum, F. S. Cabot,
S. Verity, W. S.
Bell, Prof.
H. W. Toohey, Mrs. Toohey, Arthur Hildreth, Geo. and W. C.
James, A. C. Robinson, John N. Lee and others ''stood up to be counted" for
Free Speech.
Anthony Comstock and David 11. Gregory were the prosecuting
1,000 bonds, Elizur Wright
witnesses; Mr. Hallett held the accused for^rial in
surety.* The bail in 1877, for first "offence," was $1,500; John C. llaynes surety.
Affecting to conserve "order" by learned pretense of "pure" purpose, churchstate knaves "preface old rags with plush;" their whole treatment of moral ques
an attetn;
to over
tions, in so far as legislation restricts Creative Enterprise,
the fact that persecution of liquor sellers, effort to suppress,
come good with evil
by violence, those whom temperance enthusia-ts cannot com ince by argument,
so generally favored, reveals moral blindness if not sheer idiocy in legislators
The gravely serious issues involved in Love and Par
relative to prevailing evils.
entage should be studied by every intelligent person yet, for wesli ,ating these
questions, expressing honest opinions, staling facts, Citizens are now liable under
United Stales "law," to $5,000 fine and ten years imprisonment! Sines the puhli"Age of Reason" and "Common Sunse" no hook has encoun
cation of Paine
Yokes, during t!ie seven-years
tered such virulent intolerance as has Cnpid
persecution which Social Evolutionists have suffered from malicious ecelssiasticism invading Civil Right; yet, as Roger Williams developed Soul Liberty and
lomas Paine summoned
thereby a-sured religious freedom to tnode-n States; as
priest-king craft to tho bar of conscientious Judgment, so Free Lovers call human
beings to moral order in Sex Life, bring reproductive instinct and domestic ven
In order to hasten
ture within the domain of Reason and Moral Obligation.
thorough investigation of the chronic evils which pulpit and press, church and
remove; to nerve revolt against tyrannous legislation which
state are powerless
stead
imperils all the time-honored guarantee- of Liberty, and move Citizens
fastly exercise their Natural Right to freedom of Thought, Speech, Press and
Mails this report of a notable Trial hereSy becomes permanent part of recorded
history and of the literature of democratic evolution.
* Matters had proceeded so far when Mr. Hcywood was called upon to stand up.
This In; declined to do, saying that he refused to lake any part in an assault upo'> him
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self. The commissioner thereupon committed him, nnd left the room in a great pas
in nn undertone that ho would not have nny such torn-foolery in his
sion, remarki:
court. He, however, in responso to tho requests of counsel, made two more endea
vors with Mr. Heywood, ami these being equally unsuccessful, he was removed in the
One more chance, however, was given him. Tho com
custody of deputy marshal.
missioner again took his place in court, Mr. Iley wood was brought in by tho deputy
marshal, the business of giving bail was concluded, and ho was released. Altar ruceiving numerous congratulations upon his narrow cscapo from the prison coll, Mr.
Heywood left the court with his friends. — FooU's Health Monthly.
a
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Assisted by Com^tock and Dist. Att'y Sanger the Grand Jury in
dicted Mr. Ileywood who was called for trial, Jan. 1st, 1883; but,
his counsel having withdrawn, the case was allowed to go over to the
March term in order to give him due time to prepare a defeuse. Tues
day, April 10, he was put on trial, — Chas. Almy Jr., Ass't. Dist. Att'y
for the accuser, Mr. II. for himself, his family and the People, Judge
T. L. Nelson of Worcester presiding. The Jurors were Wm. E. Cole
(Foreman), John A. Beard, of Sutton; Albert J. Bixby, Edgar L. Pay,
of Lowell ; Ilenry S. Elder, Alonzo Gooch, of Huntington ; Roger
Cunningham, Nathaniel B. Fisher, of Walpole; Horatio G. Hammond,
of Wayland; Stephen Hatheway, of Marblehead ; Geo. W. Cole, Henry
In order to disclose the animus of accusers and
Wilkins, of Chelsea.
pretake his battle-ground of defense Mr. Heywood put these questions
to the Jury: —

1. Aro you in favor of depriving Massachusetts Citizens of their liberty, property or
life on fictitious, manufactured testimony?
2. Do y»a believe falsehood and treachery either justifiabln or necessary to promote
Bound morality or advance the interests of pure and undented religion?
3. Have you ever bought liquors, cigars, syringes, bo >ks or other vendible commo
dities to entrap dealers therein, or to secure evidence against them to convict thein of
any re il or imaginary crime?
i. Have you ever signed the names of women to letters, represented yourself as a
woman or girl, worn women's clothes or ever feigned, forced or otherwise used, other
than your own lawful name in any transaction whatsoever?
5. Do you believe that maternity is a matter concerning which women should bo con
sulted, that lliey should do therein what seems to them, right and best; or do you Ihmk
it right or expedient to subject women to forcible impregnation against t heir reason,
lit other words are you opposed to Rape?
conscience or voluntary choice?
6. Assuming the doctrines and principles of Cupid's Ydfcus and Leaves of Grass to bo
erroneous do you think or any wise believe lhl*i their authors or venders are guilty of
any immoral or criminal a?t or intent simply became their opinions or style of writing
differ f rom your own, or from those of other induatrous, peaceful and law abiding
cit izens?
7. Are you personally acquainted with, engaged in business lor, a party to vicesociety prosecutions, or any otherwise associated with a supposed person reported to be
Anthony Coinstock, alias Mrs. Farnsworth, ulias J. G. Phillips, alias Ella Bender,
alias E. Semler, alias Annie E. Kay?
8. Assuming the defendant to ho a Free Thinker or Free Lover holding compulsive
union between the sexes to be immoral and impolitic areycu under the influence of any
religious, moral or social opinions or prejudices which will tend to prevent your acting
impartially as a juror in tho trial of this case?
9. Have you ever visited houses of ill-fame, hired women or girls to show their nude
persons to you or done other immoral or disreputable things to get evidence against
alleged wrong-doing, to promote morality, secure your own eternal sal cation, or lor any
other purpose, which you claim to be honorable, worthy and necessary?

The indictment contained four counts as follows:—

United States of Amekica.

Distiict Court of the United States of America, for
tho District 01 Massachusetts. At a District Court of tho United States of America for
the District :>f Massachusetts, begun and holden in lloston, within und for the Miid
District, on the<first day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun
The Jurors of the United .States of America, within and for the
dred and eighty-two.
District ol .liu-saehusetts, upon their oa'.h present:
That heretolore t >wit, on I he tenth day of October in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, at Princeton, in the said district of Massachu
setts, Ezra II. Heywood did unlawfully and knowingly deposit and cause to bedeposited
in the mails of the United States, then and there for mailing and delivery a certain,
obscene, lewd, nnd lascivious book .called "Cupid's Yokes; or the Binding forces of
Conjugal Life," which said book was then and there non-mailablo matter, as declared
by section one of an Act of Congress approved on tho twelfth day of July in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight -hundred and seventy-six, which said book. . .was so
grossly obscene, lewd, and lascivious that the same would be offensive* to the court

i

0

FREE SPEECH.

here, and improper to bo placed upon the records thereof; wherefore the jurors afore■iiid do not set forth the same in this indictment; which said book was then and there
enclosed in a certain paper wrapper. . . addressed and directed us follows, that is to
•ay; "J. A. Mattocks, V. O. Uox 441, Nyack on the Hudson, N. Y. Nyack, N. Y.,
against the peace of the United States, etc.
And the jurors. . . further present that. . . on the tenth day of October
a certain
obscene, lewd, and lascivious print, that is to say a certain slip of paper containing
printed mutter, at the head of which said print were then and there printed the words,
"The Word Extra;" and the contents of which said print were then and thero non
mailable matter. . . and were so grossly obscene, lewd, and lascivious, that the same
would be offensive to the court and unfit and improper to be placed on the records
thereof, etc.
And the jurors. . . further present that. . . on the eleventh day of October. . . a
certain printed advertisement. . . was then and there contained in a certain
printed paper culled The Word, and. . . gave information how and by what means a
certain article designed and intended for the prevention of conception, that is to say
a certain sysjnge culled The Comstoek Syringe could be obtained which said adver
tisement was then and there non. mailable matier. . . said paper called The Word was
then and there enclosed in a certain paper wrapper. . . addressed and directed as fol
lows: "Geo. Edwards, Nyack on the Hudson, N. Y. Against the peace of the United
States, eto.
And the jurors. . . lurther present that. . . said advertisement began as follows:
"The Coinslouk Syringe tor Pieventing Conception, sent prepaid on receipt of price,
And m the said paper called The Word, in the same page and iu the sumo col
$10."
umn thereof. . . was then and thero an enumeration of certain articles, and lower
down on said page and column said advertisement then and there contiued as follows:
"Any of the above sent postpaid on receipt of the price by the Co-operative Publishing
Co., Princeton Moss." And that in the part of the advertisement just quoted the
words "any ot the above," were intended to refer and did refer to the said Comstoek
Syringes in the part of the advertisement first above quoted, and the said part lost
quoted was iheu uud there intended to give information. . . how an article designed
and intended for the prevention of conception^ to wit, the said Camstock Syringe
couid bo obtained, eto. . . Against the peace of the United States and tbeirdignity, and
against the form of the statute of the said United States in such case made and pro
vided. A True Bill. Leander J. Wing, Foreman of the Grand Jury; Geo. P. Sanger
United Stales Attorney tor the District of Massachusetts.
The other grand jurymen given were: Michael J. McGrath, John H. Chadwick,
Edward II. MeCormack, Eugene C. Belcher, Boston; C. T. Page, Clarksburg; Soth
Bprague 2d, II ham D. IIowai-9, Hingham; Wm. G. Davis, James II. Temple, Hopkintou; II. A. Woodworth, Thatcher Merrium, Lawrence; Lyman Lawrence, Lexington;
Nathaniel A. Moses, Luther Turner, Medford; Levi B. Allen, John N. Gates, John N.
Burnett, South Uudlev ; Charles II. Ilockwood, Lovel F. Gage, Lyman A. Trumbull,
Warren; Charles H. Cleveland, J. M. Bice, Worcester.
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MR. ALMY'S OPENING REMARKS.
May it please your Honor, Mr. Foreman and Gentlemen: — You are to pass on
questions which have been parsed on before, but you have heard nothing as yet
in this case. We do nothing here unauthorized by law ; as you know, we have
a statute concerning the counts in the indictment just read to you, of date July
12th, 1876, Chap. 186, page 90; this constitutes an amendment to an earlier
statute; and is as follows : —
Every obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, writing, print,
Or other publication of an indecent character, and every article orother thing designed
or intended for t he prevention of conception or procuring of abortion, and every article
or I hing intended or adapted for any indecent or immoral use, and every written or
printed curd, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or notice of any kind, giving
information directly or indrectly, where, or how, or of whom, or by what means, any
of the hereinbefore mentioned matters, articles or things may be obtained or made,
and every letter upon the envelope of which, or postal card upon which indecent,
lewd, obscene, or lascivious delineations, epithets, terms or language may be writteu
or printed, arc hereby declared to be non-ninilable mutter and shall not be conveyed
in the mails, nor delivered from any post office nor by any letter-carrier; and any per
son who shall knowingly deposit, or cause to be depoi-ited lor mailing or delivery,
nn> tiling declared by this section to bo uon-maiiable matter, und any person who shall
knowingly take the same, or cause the same to be taken trum the mails, for the pur
pose ol circulating or disposing of, or of aiding in the disposition of the same, shall be
deemed guilty of u misdemeanor, and shall for ouch and every offence be fined not less
than $100 nor tbun more $5,000, or imprisoned at hard labor not less than one year
nor more than ten years, or both, ut the discretion of the court.

FREE SPEECH.
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The first count charges the sending of a certain book known as "Cupid's
Yokes," and it will be before you when you consider the evidence. That book,
the government will claim to you , comes int < the designation
of obscene, lewd,
or lascivious, as contained in the statute.
At the proper time the court will give
you instruction as to the matter of law as to what is meant by lewd or lascivious
literature. And the matter is pretty well settled ; it has been laid down in the
Circuit Courts of two of the States in this State and New York, and in others
doubtless, the question as to what is meant by these words is well considered.
think that after this first case there will be no doubt in your mind, — that it will
be conceded that the principal question to you gentlemen, will lie whether it dues
come within those restrictions. But what there is to be said about that will more
properly be said after the book is before you and certain parts read to you as im

I

moral and indecent.
Another count of this indictment refers to a thing which is entitled "The Word
Extra," and which is described in this indictment and undoubtedly is obscene;
and
think the evidence will satisfy you that this was sent through the mail.
This consists of two extracts from the poems of a man who has been greatly ad
vertised by those poems, Walt Whitman's 'Leaves of Grass."
Now the ques
tion comes before you, as to whether that is unfit to be sent through the mails,
these two poems — one addressed "To a Common Prostitute," and another "A
Woman Waits for me," the two most objectionable points in the book. These
you will find yourselves gentlemen, for they are the only ones coming under the
instructions of the Court to know whether these are obscene, lewd or lascivious ;
you will read them.
The remaining charge is that he sent as the statute describes "any article or
thing designed or intended for the prevention of conception, or any written or
printed card, circular, book, advertisement or notice of any kind giving informa
tion directly or indrectly where, of whom, and by what means any of the things
above mentioned may be obtained."
We charge that he sent a certain adver
tisement, printed in a certain paper called The Word, which paper
suppose it
is not to be seriously denied, is published by this man ; that in that paper there
is a certain advertisement which described a certain instrument for the preven
tion of conoeption, and that it stated where and from whom it might be obtained.
That is the third charge.
Your attention will be called to the articles : They
speak for themselves.
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Judge Nelson threw out "The Word Extra" because the allegation
the indictment that it "is too grossly obscene and lewd to be placed
on the records of the court" is untrue.
He asked Mr. Almy to say
on what passages in Cupid's Yokes he based the same charge.
Mr.
Almy replied that he had not yet selected the "obscene" portions ;
"Then" said Judge N. "you must read the whole book before we pro
ceed further."
Mr. A. stumbled along through it noting the "ob
scene" passages but did not find the "worst" (best) ones ! Judge
N. said, "The Court is robust enough to stand anything in that book"
and out it went ! "But your action involves acquittal of the defend
ant on the two first counts of the indictment" said Mr. A.; "Can't
help that," replied Judge N.; "1 do not rule on alleged obscenity but
in

simply say the allegations in the indictment that the works are too
obscene to be spread upon the records of the court is not true."
In
the discussion between Mr. Almy and Mr. Heywood on these points,
Mr. H. read Emerson's famous letter to Walt Whitman and quoted
many other distinguished writers to show that the charge of "ob
scenity" in Leaves of Grass is groundless. Post Master Gen. Howe
ruled that the book is mailable ; if the whole is mailable then any part
is ; the two condemned poems were reprinted, without note or com
ment, simply to resent rude, vulgar censorship; and to vindicate free
dom of the press and of the mails invasively denied by "obscenists."
The highest exponents of United States law pronounced Cupids Yokes
not obscene.
The trial proceeding on the 3d and 4th counts of the indictment the

8
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government called as witness a person who gave the name of Anthony
Comstock; Mr. Heywood objected: "Be'bre this witness testifies the
Court should know who he is ; a person disreputably known by many
different names sometimes says he is Anthony Comstock ; but it is not
certain whether this person is Anthony Comstock, Ella Bender or some
other one of the score or more alleged persons infamous in vice-society
prosecutions ; a ten-dollar check would not be paid him by any Boston
bank without identification ; I submit, your Honor, that the District
Att'y should produce some intelligently reliable man or woman who
can say that this much "aliased" person is the one he now claims to
be before he is allowed to swear away the liberty of Massachusetts
Citizens."
Judge Nelson listened good naturedly, but allowed wit
ness to testify that, in answer to a letter he sent Mr. Heywood, he
received back by mail a copy of Oct. Word (1882) containing the
indicted advertisement and produced a registered letter receipt signed
by Mr. H. On cross examination Comstock admitted he did not sign
his own na t;e but wrote three different letters to Mr. H., signed "J.
A. Mattocks;"* said "A. F. Ducret" and "Geo. Edwards" were men
* Vice creating, crime promoting, violation of law, falsehood and treachery are
Comstock's methods to enforce what he calls "morality ;" in 1877, pretending to
be a "Free Lover," he wrote Mr. H. as follows: —

Sqnan Village, N. J. :— Press on as you are going and be sure in the enil justice will
It is n long lane that has no turn. You have labored hard, but many
eyes have followed your efforts. Truly Yours, E. Edgewcll.
Now a "Labor Reformer" he lies, deceives, decoys, this wise: —
Nyack-on-the-Hudson, N. Y., Sept. 26th, 1882; (To Co-opmative Publishing Co.,)
Genls:— Enclosed I send you lor following articles —The Word 1 year 75 cents; An
thony Comstock by D. M. B., 25 ; Marriage and divorce by J. C. Cheney, 2o ; An Open
Letter to Jesus Christ, 5; 1 Doz. Leaflet Literature, 5; amount $1.50. What would
Mr. Heywood charge to come to this place and lecture? There is a good many labor1 have been having a copy of Tub Word
el's here and a liberal propensity is marked.
sent me by a friend and as it comes very ii regular thought I would subscribe for the
same. I saw and heard Heywood when in New York some.two years ago. He may
not remember me. Please address plainly, J. A. Mattocks, care J. H. Mattocks, P. O.
Box 441. P. S. Commence subscription for The Word with last number.
You say you
Nyack-on-the-Hudson, Oct. 3d, 1882, Sir: — Your favors duly received.
will come and lecture here for gl5 and expenses. When will you come? What will be
You did not name them. I send 75 cents for
the expenses, what are your club rates?
The Word tor A. F. Ducret of this place. Also for Cupids Yokes and balance in tiacts
on labor reform. Please excuse pencil and haste as I am in a great hurry.
Yours, J.
A. Mattocks, Box 441.
Nyack-on-the-Hudson, Oct. 7th, 1882, E. H. Heywood, Princeton, Mass., Sir: — I sent
you an order a few days ago, which f presume you will fill in due time. Youmayadd
to that a sub for The Word for George Edwards and aim two more copiesof C. Yokes.
What is Mr. Tucker's address and his first name? is it "Franklin" or Francis;" could
you give his address. In writing me please write all letters, not postals as I do not
care to have curious persons in Uncle Sam's employ know about my business. J. A.
Mattocks, P. O. Box 441.
These are the basis of what was called "evidence" against Mr. H. Elizur
Wright said no country Justice would hold a man for stealing a sheep on such
"proof" as liallett held him for trial. Here is one more of Comstock's "moral"
"Christian" letters: —
Washington, D. C, March 18th, 1871, Dr. Selden, Dear Sir: — I am an employee of
I was seduced about four months ago
the Treasury and have got myself into trouble.
and am now about three months gone in the family way.. . I am a poor clerk, get
only sixty dollars per month, have to keep a widowed mother and crippled sister so
that I send you all, in fact more than I can spare, hoping that you will send me some
Now dear doctor send it right away and send it by mail
thing that will relieve me.
for 1 do not want any one to have a breath of suspicion about the matter. For God's
sake do not disappoint a poor ruined and forsaken girl whose only relief will be suicide
if you fail me. Yours faithfully, Miss Anna E. Ray.
Please send package by mail to "A. E. It." Box 260 Washington, D. C, and have
it securely sealed. — Anthony Comstock's Career of Cruelty and Crimepp. 1028-29.
This is one of the several letters, (on Treasury note paper illegally obtained),
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in his employ ; had never used more than ten fictitious names ; felt
himself to be a Christian ; had boasted of the number of his victims
who died under his treatment; denied that he had hired girls to show
their nude persons to him ; said he never had prosecuted any one for
mailing Trail's "Sexual Physiology;" claimed to be upright and hon
orable always, that many statements made about him were slanders on
was minute, protracted,
The cross-examination
spotless character.
thorough, leaving this distinguished exponent of ecclesiastic "morals"
unmasked to the philosophic eyes of many amazed observers.
David
H. Gregory, Postmaster at Princeton, identified Mr. Ileywood's hand
say that the indicted
writing, but could not, on cross-examination,
"Word" ever passed through the mail, there being no postmark 0:1 the
wrapper; different wrappers were shown him, in part of which Words
were delivered to subscribers by hand, and in others sent by mail ; he
could not tell which wrappers had Post Office sanction and which not;
said he had known Mr. H. from boyhood, lived near him and his
family, saw them often and knew nothing whatever against his or their
character. Here the government rested its case.
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EYWOOD'S

PENING

TATEMENT.

Your Honor and Gentlemen :— By considerate action of the Court my trial is
limited to the 3d and 4th counts indicting me ; if not generally apparent to-day,
in the near future it will be clearly seen, by all honest students of this transaction
that, not I am on trial, but parties responsible for bringing me in on alleged
"second offence" are now and here arraigned at the bar of Intelligence. That
such works as Leaves of Grass and Cupid's Yokes are not only not obscene, but
steps towards rational Health, vigorous Purity, enlightened Morals and fruitful
Sobriety is well-known to all scientists, scholars and jurists whose opinions are
The Dist. Attorney's charges are plausable, from the stand
worthy of attention.
point of preconceived guilt, but questionable in the light of correct opinions and
recognized principles of Liberty, at whose tribunal you Gentlemen, I and all other
citizens, whether governmental officersor not, must finally appear. I am "indicted
lor indecent publication ;'' so Theodore Parkerwas "indicted" in this very court,
28 years ago this month ; Stephen S. and Abby Kelley Foster were "indicted" in
your Honor's own city, Worcester ; they were arraigned for "constructive trea
sen;" I am hunted for "constructive indelicacy." There were intelligence and hu
mane sense enough in Dist. Att'y's offices, then, not to press Parker and the Fosters
to trial ; ultimate events proved that the "indicted" persons wrought and suffered
for essential lair and oner while their prosecuting accusers were theactusi offend
ers. What "treason," "infidelity" and "blasphemy" were then, "indecency"
and "obscenity" are now — catch-words used by perverted authority to help sinis
ter Inertia suppress, by violence, criticism of established sin. While
had the
honor to devote youth to anti-slavery evangelism under lead of Parker, Garrison,
and the rest, more than once reading extracts from this book ( Leaves of Grass) at
Mr. Parker's desk in Music Hall, where I served as occasional preacher, my work
in persisting Evolution, is none the less "pure," worthy because, in later tragic
years, I am subjected to fierce persecution for discovery and proclamation of
Truth.
Though the books are out of the case I am held here liable to fine and imprison
ment for alleged mailing an advertisement relative to preventing conception, under

I

written to New Yorkers one of whom, Dr J. Bott. Comstock snared and impris
oned two years, causing his death and ineffable suffering to his family ! In June
lb~8 Comstock went to an ill-famed house c>n Green St., N. Y., hired young girls
to go into a closed room, disrobe and show their nude persons to him and another
alleged "man" then seized and imprisoned them for "indecent exposure!" Ben
nett's "Life" of Co;nstock, n full of revolting facts taken from records of Courts .
Yet he is an approved member of an Orthodox Church, a petted "saint" in
Young Men's Christian Associations, employee of successful Republican Admin
istrations, rides free over all the mail routes of the United States, usingvast power
of the Federal Government for savage persecution of opinions.
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a statute to suppress "obscene literature;" as syringe is not "literature"
the of
fence alleged is the same, in a more subtle sense, as it the indictment stood on four
legs insteau of two.
Aie the words in the advertisement, the woids which pro
claim an opinion, assert the right and duty of women to voiced discretion in ma
"
Was this statute ever meant (or the base use it is degraded
ternity, "obscene?
toby M.\ "Alias" Comiock, my clandestine accuser?
Is not this whole proceed
ing (excepting of course the part of your Honor and Gentlemen who sit here as
impartial jurists) sheer, wanton, malicious persecution?
The defense has a wide
fiel 1 to traverse ; whether the government has or has not proved iis charges ; the
tpiiit and purpt.se of Inquisit on which, during eleven years, has borne with
merciless severity on editors and publishers investigatingsocial evils; "obscenity"
as a question of lact and as a question of law ; whether United States authority is
so weak that it must -stoop to the low devices of a spy, a decoy, an accomplicc-incrime to conserve morals ; whether vulgar intolerance and superstitious malice are
better guides to social purity than conscientious endeavor to know Right and
realize it; whether treachery, deceit and vulgar cruelty become honorable because
masked in sacred forms of religion, and d' illed to lie to get money into the
"agent's" pocket for "Christ's sake ;" whether ghosts of mediaeval barbarism ot
which vice-society pimps are "mediums" should longer haunt the sacred precincts
of Am irican law; whether guarantees of Freedom conceived in oriental Inspira
tion, conserved in fundamental Law which assures and ennobles Order in occi
dental States, have quitelost liberating expression ; whether illegal, irresponsible,
malevolent Onsorship of the Press and of Morals, whose unscrupulous
savagery
finds no parellel in slavocratic despotism, most permanently curse the descend
ants of Otis, Adams, Franklin and Jefferson ; whether there is any path out of pre
vailing evil,— ignorance, unchastity , inteinperance,destitution,
squalor — other than
for each to work out his or her own salvation on lines of Individual Liberty, in
forming Heason and mutual Integrity, — these and kindred questions I shall endea
vor to examine with searching, inclusive vision, and to discuss here, under arrest,
with a fullness and in a manner not unpleasing to the Court, or unworthy the
subtle, all-concerning and ineffably serious issues presented in this case.

Mr. Almy held with Judges Clark and Benedict that alleged "ob
scenity" must be decided by the jury irrespective of the spirit and
purpose of authors or what "experts" may say about it; but Mr. Ilcywood, in order to show malicious persecution, called A. E. Giles,
Lucy N. Colman of Syracuse, Benj. R. Tucker, Lydia M. Warner,
Joseph P. Sheafe, Cordelia Cheney, H. M. Fisher of N. IL, J. II.
Swain, Rev. J. M. L. Babcock, J. W. Stillman Esq., Prof. J. H. W.
Toohey, Prof. A. P. Barnes, P. A. Beaman, proprietor of the Wachusett House, and Geo. L. Bliss, of the Prospect House, townsmen and
neighbors in Princeton, Lansford Harrington, farmer and old school
mate, E. B. G. Hazzen Esq., and other witnesses for defense, all of
whom showed the alleged "offence" groundless, that Mr. H.'s char
his work and purpose honorable, — however
acter is unimpeachable,
much they might dissent from his opinions on some points. Dr. T.
Palmer of Fitchburg, Mrs. Elmer Lincoln of Raynham, E. B. McKenzie, L. S. Putnam, J. Q. A. Clifton, M. A. Warren, C. M. Nye, T. P.
O'Lally, J. S. Verity, W. C. and Geo. James, Wm. B. Wright, L. D.
Grovesner, N. G. Parker, Lucy, Flora and Josephine Tilton, Vesta and
Hermes Heywood and many others appeared in behalf of Liberty as
sailed. Mr. Sheafe, Mrs. Cheney, Mr. Fisher, Messrs. Beaman and
Bliss who know Mr. Heywood's family well, all explicitly disproved
slanderous imputations on the Princeton Home implied by repeated
Mrs. Colman, Mr.
raids on its hard-working, blameless occupants.
Tucker and Dr. Swain, who were present in the lower court, Nov. 23,
showed that Comstock lied there or later ; he then said, in reply to Mr.
Pickering's questions, that "Ducret" and "Edwards" were the names
of no real persons ; and that he had used twenty or more fictitious names r,
the records of the court showed that, in Mr. Heywood's trial before
Judge Daniel Clark, Jan. 1878, "Sexual Physiology" was indicted on
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Comstock's complaint of "obscenity ;" many present knew that he ar
rested Bennett in Nov. 1877 for mailing it; Mr. Heywood produced
Dr. Foote's copy,of Comstock's own book "Frauds Exposed'' in which
he admits and attempts t > justify his "naked" outrage on Green St.
Ass't Afct'y ISIodgett was brought up and CVmistoek recalled
Girls.
by Mr. Alrny to repair a badly damaged reputation tor veracity which
all saw seriously needed "salvation."
Among the witnesses for Mr.
II. 's defense in 1873 were Elizur Wright, Rev. Dr. Bartol, Horace
Seaver, Mrs. S.A. Vibbert,
P. Mendum, Martha Williams, L. K. Joslin, S. II. Morse and many other leading exponents of intelligent char
acter ; yet Judge Clark excluded the whole of them ! Judge Benedict
did the same when 0. B. Frothingham, A.
Davis, Mr. Giles and a
score of others appeared to vindicate Free Thought, Speech, Press and
Mails assaulted in D. M. Bennett's person. Unlike Clark and Benedict
who were prosecuting attorneys rather than judges, Judge Nelson's
rulings were intelligent, impartial and firm for fair-play.
Mr. II. called
Postmaster E. S. Tobey of Boston, Rev. Minor R. Deming, Sec. Y.
M.C. A., P. M. Da Wolf, Liberal book-vender and Henry Chase, agent
N. E. Vice Society, to show conspiracy against Civil Rights, the vicemongers having recently "ordei-ed" Boston booksellers to cease offer
ing Leaves of Grass ; Mr. Tobey conceded that he is a partisan in the
illegal, infamous censorship imposed on New England by the handful
of lascivious cranks who constitute the darkness-loving vice-crowd. Sev
eral times Mr. Almy tried to show that argument for abolition of mar
riage is "obscene," that Free-Love opinions have "immoral tenden
cies ;" but this Clark-Benedict frenzy was promptly checked by Judge
N. who held the trial to the alleged obscenity issue, as a matter of fact
and of law, irrespective of other considerations so fruitful in convic
tions heretofore under Comstock's interpretation of the statute.

J.
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TO

the

yV\.F^ j^fEYWOOD's ^LDDRESS
jJury.
Your Honor and Gentlemen: — In the drift of human affairs now and
then an event relates persons so inseparably to general interests and
destinies that individual actions become memorable for their good or
ill. Your Honor, appointed to hold the scales of justice in equitable
balance to weigh the issues presented, and you, Gentlemen, selected
from the community at large to sit here as Jurors, by your interests
and duties as Citizens, and by your oaths, your sworn deference to
the Source of Truth are bound to consider, not merely what the
frenzy of an accuser or the perversity of an attorney may urge, but
what is Right in the Nature of Things, illustrated in the facts of this
case.
On trial here for no fault of my own ; for alleged acts which all
the world will applaud when intelligent enough to understand me ; for
exercising the legal, constitutional, Natural Right of every American
Citizen to acquire and impart knowledge in the gravest concerns of
human beings ; for seeking the causes and suggesting remedies for the
evils, crimes, miseries which afflict unintelligent life, — this is the
"offence" alleged in the indictment which holds me now arraigned. It
is a strange, an amazing event to occur here in Boston in the light of
these latter days of the 19th century ! This is not March 2d, 1660,
two hundred and twenty-three years ago last month when, for the
"crime" of having an intelligent conscience, of being a Quaker, the
lifeless form of Mary Dyer swung from the old elm on yonder com
mon; it is not 1635 when, amid the rigors of midwinter, Massachusetts
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Bay-Colony Puritans banished Roger Williams who found hospitality
for his divine doctrine of Soul Liberty in the savage inhabited wilder
ness which afterwards became the State of Rhode Island ; it is not the
dark reign of religio-political fanaticism which strangled spirit-mediurns
called witches, — twenty persons in Essex Co. alone being murdered in
the three months intervening between Jan. 9th and Sept. 23d, 1692;
it is not 1835 when Abolitionists were hunted for their lives in these
streets and conspiring tyrannists tried to suppress anti-slavery publi
cations as "incendiary literature;" or 1850-60 when citizens, judging
the law and the facts, rose in righteous wrath against the Fugitive
Slave Bill, treading the wicked statute under foot and founding the
Oh no, Gentle
Republican Party on justly broken United States law!
men, it is in the year of supposed civilization, 1883, right here in the
seat of anti-slavery power, in the brain of the Union, the home of
Winthrop, Hancock, Adams, Quincy, Everett, Webster, Sumner,
Andrew and Garrison, that a Massachusetts Citizen, once before im
prisoned for his Faith, but unconditionally liberated by intelligent ex
ponents of law and morals at Washington ; a reformer who, alter hav
ing given his earlier years and energies to free the United States
Government from the curse of chattel slavery, still seeks causes and
the cure of prevailing evils for no reward but the approval of his Con
science, is put on trial for persisting in his thankless yet greatly
needed work ! No one even pretends that I have ever injured any
body; that I have invaded the rights of person or property in the near
est or remotest sense; no citizen of my native town, and life-long
residing-place, Princeton ; no person in Worcester, Boston, Providence
in this or other States conversant with my lectures or published writ
ings enters this complaint ; a mercenary government spy, an informer,
a spotter,

masked behind false names and decoy letters, an ecclesiastic

inquisitor from a foreign State, a censor of opinions from steeplepious Brooklyn comes over here to regulate Massachusetts morals I
Years after his conception-abortion business was kicked out of New
York courts, when his scandalous methods and practices are loathed by
lawyer and bench all the way from here to St. Louis, this man is again
assisted here in his diabolical work of persecuting citizens for the
"misdemeanor" of knowing a little more than he does relative to
physiological ethics!
Although the District Attorney, by signing this indictment, (there
by convicting and sentencing himself whatever becomes of mo), has
pronounced me guilty even before trial, 1 have reason to think that
you Gentlemen, and your Honor, are strictly unbiassed in your offices
liere, and that you will give this case intelligent and impartial con
sideration. But before coming to the counts of the indictment and the
so-called evidence put in by the District Attorney to support his
groundless charges, 1 wish to indicate to you that the views and pur
poses of the elect of reformers called Free Lovers, of whom I have the
honor to be one, are included and indorsed by accepted principles of
It is only because the nature and tendency of
law, order and morals.
our doctrines, of our Ideas relative to morals, law, and government are
misunderstood by many that prosecutions which are simply persecu
tions are still possible anywhere in these States, by sanction of United
Not that I am bound to prove to you, or convince you
States Law.
of
Evangelical Christians say Unitarian and
truth
the
my opinions.
of
Universalist doctrines are untrue, "immoral" in their tendencies;

'
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Roman Catholics hold all Protestants alike "infidels;" Republicans
call Democrats "copperheads," "communists," "rummies;" Demo
crats say Republicans are black, physically and morally ; yet all these
citizens speak, print and mail their opinions unmolested.
They do
this for the good reason that 1st it is their Natural Right to have and
impart knowledge to those wishing to receive it; 2d because the Fed
eral Constitution recognizes and guarantees that right, as follows: —
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or pro
the tree exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the gov
ernment for a redress of grievances. — Art. I. Amendments.

hibiting

The Constitution of every State has the same guarantee, our own
Massachusetts Bill of Rights assuring Liberty in these cogent words:
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All men are born free and equal, and have certain natural, essential, unalien
able rights among which may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending
their lives and liberties ; that of acquiring, possessing and protecting property;
in fine that of seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness. . . bio subject
shall be hurt, molested or restrained, in his person, liberty or estate for worship
ping God in the manner and season most agreeable to the dictates of his own con
science ; or for his religious profession or sentiments ; provided he doth not dis
turb the public peace or obstruct others in their religious worship. — Arts. I-1J.
The Liberty of the press is essential to the security of freedom in a State; it
ought not, therefore, to be restrained in this Commonwealth. — Art. XVI.

The Constitutional guarantees assuring religious freedom include
moral freedom, for morals are a part of religion and the greater in
cludes the less.
What Luther was to the Pope in the 16th century
Free Lovers are to the present unsocial system — viz. Prote tauts
exercising our legal, constitutional, Natural Right of private judg
ment iu morals.
Not only are we not bound to prove our opinions
true but it is our right to hold all prevailing opinions false, and seek
the utter abolition of marriage, church, state, every extant institution.
In the impressive, inspired, irresistible words of the Declaration of In

dependence : —
We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are created equal; that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights ; that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of haupine-s.
That to secure these rights
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the con
sent of the governed ; that when any form of government becomes destructive of
these ends it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new
government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers
in such form as to them shall seem most likely to efifeot their safety and happiness.
The Massachusetts Bill of Rights adds: —
The people alone have an incontestible, unalienable and indefeasible right to
institute government ; and to reform, alter or totally changa the same, when their
protection, safety, prosperity and happiness require it. — Art. VII.
It is our legal right to abolish the government itself, it is our con
stitutional right, by proclamation of opinions, to destroy the Constitu
tion and improvise new and better guarantees of freedom and order if
we can do it. In his indictment the District Attorney says 1 have hurt
"the peace of the United States and their dignity." The Constitution:
Treason against the United States shall consist only in levying war against
them or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comlort. No person
shall he convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same
overt act, or on confession in open court. — Art III., Sec. 3.
An offence, against statutes, as treason against the United States,
consists in an "overt act," some hurt of life or property, to protect
which from invasion Daniel Webster well said is the true office of gov
The District Attorney is mistaken; no crime, no offence
ernment.
has been committed in this case, except the crime, the repeated out
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rage of dragging me in here again without any just cause ; the crime
of conspiring with an official spy, with a positive fraud, a foreign in
vader against the liberties of Massachusetts Citizens. Had not the

crime-creating, decoy-letter, woman-seducing, Religion-perverting
spirit heavily obsessed officials in the lower court such an indictment
as this would be no more possible than an indictment against witchcralt, or anti-slavery publications as "incendary literature."
Quite
too long have officials taken Comstock's ideas of law and gospel as
their rule of conduct, and thereby become partisans in savage persecu
South
tion of opinions he has inflicted on many innocent people.
rons insisted that chattel slavery was the corner-stone and crowning
guarantee of the Republic ; while their interpretations of law prevailed
the Constitution was what Garrison called it— "a covenant with death
The larger intelligence voiced by
and an agreement with hell."
Spooner, Sumner, Gerrit Smith, Seward and Lincoln headed law to
wards emancipation. I ask you, Gentlemen, and your Honor, to intrepret the statute, under which I am held here, in the interest of
Liberty and Progress rather than in the spirit of savage retrogression
it has hitherto served. The indictment says "unlawfully and know
ingly" 1 have violated order; I deny it; rather I have credited Con
gressmen who voted for this statute with not being fools or knaves ; I
try to believe and act in the faith that the object of law is to assure
The informing prin
freedom and progress, — not to suppress them.
ciples and animating purpose of Common Law ; intelligent, civilizing
impulses; positive knowledge of our own rights and conscientious as
sertion of and respect for the equal rights of others, —all true manifes
tations of order and progress move citizens to be a law unto themselves,
work out their own salvation, and imperatively require them to inter
pret statutes in favor of Progressive Enterprise rather than of repress
ive Inertia.
Had I invaded Citizen Rights ; had I hurt person or property; had
I committed adultery or fornication, forged notes, robbed a bank or
shot a President, there might be some excuse for this prosecution.
They do not quite say "crime" but charge misdemeanor which Burrill
says "is an indictable ofieuse not amounting to felony ;" Bouvier says
"The term applies to all offences for which the law has not provided
a particular remedy ;" Blackstone eays "The word crime is made to
denote offences of a deeper or more atrocious dye, while small faults
and omissions of less consequence are comprised under the gentler
Noah Webster says misdemeanor means
name of misdemeanors."
Worcester sees
"111 behavior; evil conduct; fault; mismanagement;"
"An offence; misconduct; bad management." Yet whom have I
offended ? What real person ever charged me with misconduct even ?
A fictitious person, one "J. A. Mattocks," alias "George Edwards,"
alias "A. F. Ducret," alias "Mrs. Farasworth," (in search of asyringe
to prevent conception), alias "E. Edgewell," alias "Ella Bender,"
(wanting "Hooper's Female Pills,") alias "Anna E. Ray," (three
months on with child wanting to secure abortion), alias "Jerry Bax
ter," alias "E. Somler," ahas "Joseph B. Andrews," ("buyer of rare,
rich and racy books and photographs,") alias "J. G. Phillips," alias
"G. Brackett," alias "S. Bender," (probably father of "Miss Ella Ben
der" who wanted "Female Pills,") alias Anthony Comstock is the
accuser by whose perverse distortion of a well-intentioned statute I
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again raided, dragged from home and chosen work and held guilty
Not clever students, useful manual laborers,
of an imaginary offence!
recognized scientists, but a mercenary spy, skulking behind a score of
aliases, seems yet to give law and morals to officials here who are re
sponsible for this indictment! There is one reaZoffence of which I am
guilty ; it reveals the reason and motive which have impelled this vin
dictive censor to dog my steps during all these inquisitorial years.
Jan. 1, 1876, 1 wrote the following which appeared in pages 10-12,
of the first edition of Cupid's Yokes, then being put in type: —
The facto of married ami single life, ona would suppose, arc sufficiently start
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ling to convince all scrious-mimted people of the imperative need of invest igat ion ;
especially of the duty of young men and women to (rive religiously serious atten
But, on the threshold of good
tion ti> the momentous issues of Sexual Science.
intent, they are met. by established ignorance forbidding them to inquire. It is
even thought dangerous to discuss the subject at nil. In families, schools, ser
is so studiously sup
mons, lectures, and newspapers its candid consideration
pressed that children and adults know nothing of it, except what they learn from
their own diseased lives and imaginations, and in the filthy by-ways of society.
Many noble girls and boys, whom a little knowledge from their natural guard
ians, parents and teaclurs, would have saved, are now, physically and morally,
Regarding Anthony Comstock, the real author of the "obscenity
utter wrecks.
law," I am uuable to entertain a favorable opinion ; in a letter addressed to Hon.
V. L. Merriam, M. C, dated Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 18, 1ST3, lie says: "There
were four publishers on the 2d of last March ; to-day thr re of these are in their
worried them to death. Be
ijravcs, and it is charged by their friends thit
THAT AS IT MAY, I AM SVRE THAT THE WORLD IS BETTER OFF WITHOUT THEM."
This
is clearly the spirit that lighted the fires of the Inquisition.
Appointed special
supervisor of the D. S. Mails; by sectarian intolerance constituted censor of the
opinions of the people in their most important channel of inter-communication,
he is chiefly known through his efforts to suppress newspapers and imprison edi
In Nov. 1872, he procmed the
tors disposed to discuss the Social Question.
arrest and imprisonment of Victoria C. AVoodhull and her editorial associates for
publishing a preliminary ventilation of the "Brooklyn Scandal," which after
he caused the incarceration,
wards filled American newspapers.
Subsequently,
during seven months, of George F. Train for publishing in his newspaper (The
Train Ligue) certain quotations from the Christian Bible, touching the -ame
"si andal" which the implicated churches would hush up. As I write this a note
from another subject of his vengeance. John A. Lant, dated Ludlow St. Jail, New
York, Dec. 30, 1875. says : "Judge Benedict to-day sentenced me to imprison
I will endeavor to send
ment in Albany Penitentiary one year and six months.
you a copy of the sentence. It is worth to us all it costs me." Comstock's rela
tion to Mr. Lant, as to Mrs. Woodhull and Mr. Train, is that of a rehqio-monomaniac, whom the mistaken will of Congress and the lascivious fanaticism of the
Young Men's Christian Association have empowered to use the Federal Courts to
The better sense of the American people moves to repeal
suppress free inquiry.
the National Gag-Law which he now administers, and every interest of public
and private morality demands thorough discussion of the issue which sectarian
pride and intolerance now endeavor to postpone.
This is my "offence ;" was the first to move repeal of the statute
and have worked for it persistently during the past seven years;
pending its repeal 1 have sought an interpretation of the statute such
as would not invade the constitutional rights of citizens or disgrace
the very name of law. Since I showed him exulting in the number of
publishers he had "worried to death," — murdered; since the repeal
of his statute would end his mischievous career, my accuser naturally
insists that I shall be "removed" and Princeton "cleaned out."
The indictment which restrains me of my liberty is a mere opinion
of the Dist. Attorney, the Grand Jury being to me anonymous persons
into whose faces I was not permitted to look ; Mr. Sanger says Cupid's
Yokes is "so grossly obscene, lewd and lascivious that it would be
offensive to the court and improper to be spread upon the records

J
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thereof;" he made the same statement relative to Dr. Clark's "Mar
riage Guide," (in the cass U. 8. vs. Edgar W. Jones, Nov. 1877) but
of which Judge Lowell, your Honor's predecessor, in a speech from
this bench to which Mrs. Heywood and I had the pleasure of listen
ing, said "I do not see anything at all indecent in the book. . . It does
not come within the statute. . . It treats of certain subjects which I
think ought to be taught in school."
Mr. Jones reports that, when
he submitted the book to him for examination, before putting it into his
trade-list, Mr. Sanger himself, said "he could not see why it was not
perfectly proper to send through the mails, and looked upon it the
same as other medical works;" adding "there is but one person in the
United States who will make you any trouble, and that, person is An
Yet he afterwards signed an indict
thony Comstock of New York."
ment which held the book "too obscene to be spread upon the records
of this court !" He made the same false charge against Trail's Sex
ual Physiology which was pronounced unobjectionable by this court
in my case five years ago, and also in Bennett's case. Mr. Sanger
used the same language relative to Cupid's Yokes in 1877-8; yet six
thousand indignant people assembled in Faneuil Hall, Hon. Elizur
Wright presiding, declared the book not obscene ; protesting citizens,
from Maine to California sent their many-thousand-voiced
indorsement
of the Faneuil Hall verdict up to Washington ; President Hayes and
Atto'y Gen. Devens said Faneuil Hall was right and Mr. Sanger
wrong; 1 was unconditionally released, Gen. Devens giving as one of
the reasons why he and President Hayes favored it that they did not
think Cupid's Yokes was ah obscene book ; this was his language : —

"I

am aware that there may he much difference of opinion upon the subject,
and do not confound it with those obscene publications the effect and object of
which is to excite the imagination and inflame the passions." — Letter to Hon,
Ehzur Wright, Jan. 13th, 1879.

Yet in

the light of these facts, four years after the highest law officer
of the government had pronounced the book mailable, Mr. Sanger
I leave it to you,
signs and sends up here the old false statement!
Gentlemen, and your Honor, to decide what the opinion of an Attor
ney is worth who persists in such a charge, in the light of facts and
everts refuting it.
The 3d and 4th counts of Mr. Sanger's indictment are a kind of
shot at preventing conception, a matter of domestic
double-barreled
jurisprudence somewhat new to courts, but on which women have
minds as to what uses their bodies may or may not be put to, by men,
— the desires and opinions of obscenists to the contrary notwithstand
ing. The advertisement of the "Comstock Syringe" which appeared
in only three issues of The Word, — Sept., Oct. and Nov., — had one
sole, exclusive purpose viz.: the proclamation of an opinion, the asser
tion of Woman's Natural Right to ownership of and control over her
own body-self, — a right inseparable from Woman's intelligent exist
ence; a right unquestionable, precious, inalienable, real — beyond
words to express; and yet a right on which Mr. Sanger's construction
ot the statute and my arraignment here constitute an invasive, revolt
Woman's right to discretion in
ing, inhuman, murderous assault.
maternity; her imperatively f-erious duty to conceive, carry and de
liver worthy children,— this issue having been brought to the front by
the advertisement in that form, it was withdrawn and the following
appeared in Dec. Woed, instead:-

FREE SPEECH.
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"The Vaginal Syringe for Cleansing Purposes. . . It is the Natural Right and
In explanation of
may be the positive duty of women to prevent, conception."
this act the following editorial note of the change was made in the same issue : —
"To name a really good thing 'Comstock' lias a sly, sinister, wily look, indi
cating vicious purpose; in deference to its N. Y. venders, who gave it that name,
the Publishers of '1'uk Woru inserted an advertisement of 'The C'omstock Syringe'
which will hereafter appear as 'The Vaginal Syringe ;' for its intelligent, hunvane
and worthy mission should no longer be libelled by forced association with the
pious scamp who thinks Congress gives him legal right of way to and control
over every American Woman s Womb."

1 repeat, the object of this advertisement
is to utter an opinion, assert
a principle ; did reformers seek money they would not be giveuto advovocacy ol ideas which keep them oscillating between prison and poorhouse; which don't allow them to say "When I was in Europe," but
does enable them to say "When
was in Jail;" they would not pub
lish little poverty assuring newspapers in Princeton, Massachusetts,
where The Air is electric with intuitive, conscientious endeavor; they
would rather go to New York where they say "one must lie and cheat
like the devil in order to get an honest living;" where Dea. Colgate,
President of the Vice Society, gets rich making and selling vasciline
for preventing conception;* where other "pure" Shylocks make and
vend to*s of syringes to prevent conception, yet are unmolested, wellbeloved fellow members of Brooklyn Churches with Comstock, Colgate
and Benedict ! Though the persecuted syringe is "the only good
favor divorce in
thing Comstock's name was ever wedded to" still
this case and have no interest in it beyond the idea, the invaded right
it proclaims.
The ultimate purpose of Comstockians is to suppress
everything "designed or intended to prevent conception" — anything
which may be used by woman to frustrate the designs of man on her
Those I represent assert the natural equality of the sexes in
person.
social relations ; obscenists insist on absolute male suremacy — to be
Do you
imposed by ball and bayonet, lead and iron if need be.
blame women ibr resenting the barbarous outrage? Is there a man
of sense living who believes the statute was meant for the revolting
use all womanly women justly denounce ? Like a tooth brush or
towel the syringe is for cleanliness, health, not for vicious or criminal
These artificial means of preventing conception are not
purposes.
generally patronized by Free Lovers. Beyond what they invest in
child-production men should turn their life-element, their semen into
physical, mental, moral power. Since Comstockism makes male will,
passion and power absolute to impose conception, 1 stand with women
to resent it.
The man who would legislate to choke a woman's va*Mr. Heywood offered in evidence a tract published and circulated by Colgate
and Co. i\ which tasciline it recommended as a mean% of preventing conception!
He also produced medical Journals and a United States Postal Guide in which
Vaginal Syringes are offered at wholesale and retail by N. Y. business firms,
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never molested by Comstock !
t Mr. Heywood here quoted from a jury of sixteen women, — Mrs. E. D. Slenker, Juliet 11. Severance, Lois Waisbroker, Sarah Elizabeth Holmes, Mrs. H. S.
Lenont, Elizabeth M. F.
Lake, Rachel Campbell, Mrs. Sadie Rice, Mrs. S.
Denton, Angela T. Heywood, Frances A. Stuart, Mary E. Tillotson, Ellen B.
Harmon, Mrs. M. E. Egli,Dudy E. Beauchamp and Mrs. A. P. Joyce ; ladies of
representative character, none of them special advocates of preventatives but all
voice resolute indignation at vice-society effort t-j supervise maternal function by
act of Congress.
%Invasive lieism, arbitrary repressive ecclesiasticism which hitherto have subjected
woman to man's desires now find her insurgent . Woman's Rights, declared by Mrs.
Stanton, Lucretin Mott and others at Seneca Falls, N. Y., 1848, now seconded by tha
Massachusetts Democracy led by Gen, Butler, are realized in woman's growing iin

J.
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gina with semen, who would force a woman to retain his seed, bear
children when her own reason and conscience oppose it, would way
1 do not pre
lay her, seize her by the throat and rape her person.
scribe vaginal syringes ; that is woman's affair not mine ; but her right
to limit the number of children she will bear is unquestionable as her
Of the seven clefts, apertures,
right to walk, eat, breathe or be still.
openings in woman's body the vagina is one ; who says it may not need
Mr. Sanger says "un
cleansing as well as the ear, or the nostril?
lawfully and knowingly" I have violated law; I deny it most emphati
cally, in the third and fourth counts as in the first and second charges in
his heavily-loaded, back-kicking government-gun.
As to whether this
syringe ever has been, or ever can be used for unlawful, criminal pur
The Dist. Att'y
poses that is for the government not for me to prove.
can call in Physicians, experts and have that matter decided right
here.
While experimentally, personally I know nothing of its uses
many intelligent, reliable citizens highly recommend it to promote
purity and health.*
It is woman's right to prevent conception if she chooses to do so ; you
gentlemen will not traverse that right ; as to whether this syringe will
produce that result and that it is not useful or necessary for sanitary
or medical purposes it is for the government to prove.
Professional
examination of the utensil will clearly establish its legitimate and
necessarily innocent use. Thousands of physicians and druggists in
the States declare its use invaluable, indispensable in the treatment of
female diseases and for applying local remedies to preserve personal
health and purity.
In Washington, D. C, in close fellowship with
Congress, the White House and the Post Office Department is pub
lished a newspaper called The Alpha ; it is edited and published by
conservative women representing the Moral Education societies in
pulse to be mistress of her own Person ; in the arrival of Natural Equity of the sexes
in social relations, Bribre, "the Heywood case" meant, the l ight of private judgment
in morals; Cupid's Yokes 1ranscended vindictive repression on that line. Now, not
books merely, but a syringe is in the fight; the will of man to impose vs. the Right of
The giddy, evasive ways, in which the
Woman to prevent conception is the issue.
sexes have, hitherto, mot must turn to serious facing of facts. Doo not Nature give
to woman and install her in the right of 'way to and from her own womb? Shall Heism
continue to be imperatively absolute in coition? Should not Sheism have her say also?
Shall we submit to the loathsome impertinence which makes Anthony Comstock in
spector and supervisor of American women'9 wombs? This womb-syringe question is
to the North what the negro question was to the South; as Mr. Heywood stood beside
the slave d< manding his liberation, so now ho voices the emancipation of woman from
Congressmen vote our persons sluice-ways lor irresponsible indul
sensual thraldom.
gence, empower Comstock to search bureaus and closets, — lest by means of a syringe,
or c Ihcrwise, wo resent the outrage. It is not we that lift the Syiinge Question to
public view, but the U. S. Government, by ill-luck of allowing itselt to become basely
By nature and all legislation hitherto,
subservient to ecclesiastic, church Intrusion.
woman's womb is htr own private | rnpeity; Kcpublican Congresses and Courts, (un
knowingly let us try to think), now empower one man not merely to search houses as
they do in Russia, but to enter bed-chmr.bers to look lor semen in woman's person ! As
the fugitive slave-bill made all humane Noithrons friendly to its fleeing vicims so the
revolting, devilish purpose of "obscenists" calls Intelligence to Woman's s.de assert
ing her Natural Right to ownership and control of her person. Because Free Lovers,
by grace of self-knowledge and control, have no special use for art ficial means of pre
venting conception does Fate bid them now defend a syringe, forbidden to women by
statute as a means of saying "No" to unwelcome maleadv-ances, —ingela T. Hcyicood.
* Mr. Ileywood read testimonials from several representative Physicians and
.women indorsing the syringe ; a mother purchased one and sent it to her daugter
in Mich, as a Christmas present. A Boston lady says"It'Comstcck'smother fad
had a syringe and used itjudicionsly the world would have been saved much
trouble!"
Mrs. Cohnan, recalled to the witness stand identified the Comstock
Syringe which went in evidence to jusif'y itself.
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that and other leading cities of the union ; in its Dec. issue a venerable
matron wrote, "Maria, I don't know any other way than using a vel
vet sponge to protect yourself from impregnation."
I am told, by re
liable iniormants, that in France and America sponge with a string
attached is in prevailing use to prevent conception; druggists, every
where, vend sponges ; arc they prosecuted therefor, even though each
piece of sponge sold has a string attached ? Women say that chilling
water, properly applied, will prevent conception; is
therefore,
"criminal intent or design" to have water near by
Shaker societies
widely, defiantly organize prevention of conception in non-association
of the sexes
Ann Lee their founder, the Manchester factory girl and
potent Spirit Medium originated this "treason;" are the Shakers,
Elder Evans and Mother Ann therefore criminal in "design and in-

'tent?"

1

Many years the Co-operative Publishing Co. have kept in stock and
constantly sold two books, one entitled "Why Not?" the other "Is It
I?" written by Dr. II. R. Storer, Prof, in Harvard College, published
by Lee and Shepard of Boston; these books are an earnest, scholarly
and convincing exposure of the evils and prevalence of abortion.
Thirteen years ago wrote this: —

is

it

is

e

is

is

ti

i

a

k,

life.
storer shows that the practice of abortion, by the American women of Mass
so limiting the increase- of population that
achusetts and New Yoi
maintained
chit fly by foreign immigration.
The number and success of abortionists is notorious;
baldly newspaper that does not contain their open and printed advertisements, or a
ding store whose shelves are not crowded with nostrums publicly and unblushingly
displayed.
The feminine instinct of these "womanly" women — not strong-minded,
and, never seen in suffrage conventions — is so perverted that they seem unconscious
ol the crime to themselves and society they are guilty of; and in selfish egotism rival
ven those of the most luxmious cities of Europe and Asia, who, subsisting on fugitive
Bt' diluents, find in marriage a convenient screen behind which to shelter their ineliscm lions.
Our critics must cease this wise nonsense which says to woman "He Good,"
to copy from. It
high time that the
and mi kes n an the sample piec e oi what she
oi
niosi. deeply interested in marriage and reproduction should be consulted as a. re
sponsible partner; that the maker of men should have free choice of materials, meth
ods and conditions w herewith to perfect her wondrous work.- Uncivil Liberty pp 21-2.
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is
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No one can read Dr. Stirrer's startling, painful pages without amaze
ment at the extent to which infanticide, child-murder prevails in what
The question every lover of humankind
called "good society."
the cause of
asks
abortion so general, what
and what
"Why
An elderly physician, whose name commands re
the remedy "
known, recently wrote me the following —
spect wherever he
Every city, town, village has its professional abortionist patronized by young girls,
v. omen, multitudes of whom die, the cause of their death boman
and urmairie
ing lately Inoivn outside the circle of near relatives, regular physicians do this bu

is

f

«

siness in oasis v here they feel certain that the death
A doctor in one of
a daughter.
death or exposure
friend cf mine that his minister, in the excitement of
chinch with child and proposed to him to procure an

of the parents would follow the
the cape towns told a medical
revival, got a young lady of his
abortion
He refused to do it;

is

a

it

is

if

;

is

is

* There are many modes of preventing conception, but the most effectual that
for the sexes not to come together.
If, then, prevention
we have ever heard of
the most wicked of all
Comstock
is wicked and unlawful, this
right every
person or family guilty of discretion should be sent to prison during life. This
state prison crime to sell or use anything for the pre
Comstock law, making
an exceedingly great outrage, and showsthe vast danger
vention of conception,
of having the enactment of our laws depend in any way upon a meddlesome, un
This law should no longer be on the statute
principled ecclesiastical society.
fathers and mothers should exercise the right of determining the size of
books
their families.— D. M. Bennett.
;
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Child- murder is comparatively rare in poor countries like Ireland and among labor
ing people of all nations; v. hile in Paris and New York, by the "upper" classes,
is
im ri asingly practiced; mothers often provoking abortion to preserve their physical
beauty, and escape from the "home sphere" into the delirious whirl of fashionable

1

.
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but the parents were his patients; most estimable people who would be killed by the
death or exposure of their daughter and he did it bm. but took no pay for it. A mar
ried lady of my acquaintance (a member of Park St. Church, Boston, when Mr. Stone
was pastor,) the mother ot foui children was operated upon by an abortionist, (-she
said she could have been tracked by the blood trom his office to her home) and sur
vived.
Another married lady operated on herself; wrs very ill tor several months,
but4went out in a storm before recovery, and died. A young lady member of an Or
thodox Church, said to have been seduced by her Sabbath School Superintendent was
operated upon by an abortionist and died, her pastor, ignorant of the cause of her
death gave a glowing account of her religious experience.
A few years ago I was in
the habit of visiting amedical friend in a town of .some 25 000 people. In the same
bu'lding with him was an abortionist ; I never passed his office, in warm weather when
his door was open, without seeingiseveial clisely veiled ladies waiting their turn. My
friend said his neighbor was always busy with these cases, though he had been twite
trie d for his life. 1 have stood by the bed-side of a dying man whose daughter was
being delivered of an illegitimate child while he was dying; his wife dying a lew days
aiterwai c's (rem the same cause. These things happen everywhere, espec ally and
more frequently in what is called "good society;" these domestic tragedies would be
far more Irequi nt if preventatives ol conception could be suppressed; their use tends
to destrcy the tiade of the al ortionist with all the suffering and death which follow it;
by thiir use the prudent and the wealthy keep Iheir families small; their abandon
ment would have the victims of misplaced confidence, the inexperienced, the loving,
the lusting no ho] e of relief except in suicide or the needle of the abortionist.
Women will have children.
The late Dr. Walter Channirg, Prof, of midwilery in
Harvatd College., after describing a malformed pelvis, where the mother could only
be delivered wi hVinstrumenta of a dead child, after great lasceratiou of the parts and
terrible Buffering, said: 'You will say .(gentlemen, that, alter such an operation as I
have descr bed, a woman would never have a second child.
Gentlemen, this woman
hud seven I children all delivered ly just suchan operation as lliave described. I do
n t elude rstand how it canlbe, but no matter w hat the risk or the suffering women will
hai e children," 1 have been several times solicited to produce abortion upon married
we men in i ood circiimstancf s w ith lamilies but have always refused. On the shady
sie'e ol thiee store m d ten I have had three near relatives, medical men, and been intin ate v ith se^ eral oihe 18; and 1 know that lew men, outside of the medical profi ssion, hf T,e i i y com epiion of the suffering that would follow in the present state of so
ciety c oul i tl e s\ ringe be suppressed.

My

York to impose "purity" on us
Have New Yorkers any purity to spare ? Confiimirg the EtarlL'ng facts given in the letter 1 have just read to you let us
see to what extent wealthy N. Y. churches practice abortion or use
preventatives of conception. In the N. A. Review, Feb. 1883, page
149, Bi hop Coxe, a prcminert Episcopalian divine says: —
Ecer.ser comes over from New

here by violence.

"I 1 : ye I c ie o ore warned my flock against the blood guiltiness of intanlicide. . .
The V o d lUtlf is btgii inrgto be terrified by the practical results of the sacrifices to
Mole, h v h ch def.le onr h nd. There are'scicntific and statistical documents before
On the same page Mr. J. W.
the p& p e vhith liliy sustain my remonstrances."
Le vei idge, f. r loity yc ars prominent in Sunday School wc rk and now Secretary of the
Bundi y School Association of New York County says: "They (the churches) never
re poll so many scholers lor the chore h and so many for chapels and missions, but so
many in the limp. The re asein lor this is, in plain English, ehat they are ashtimed of
themselves.
1 here are lots of these big churches on Broadway and Fifth Avenue,
with iiom eight lo filtei n hendre ri members w ho cannot show one hundred Sunday
School Scholars. Why is this? Well I guess rich people have about quit having childien. And even middle class Christians don't seem to do much better. When I was
a younger

man than

I am now,

our Sunday-schools were largely made up of the chil

dren ol chinch members, Now the children of Christian parents are awiully tew and
fur between.'' — This was said to a reporter of the JV. Y. Times and printed by Bishop
B. J. McQvaid in his article on uJhe Decay of Proiestanihm.:'
You see, gentlemen, that these wealthy N. Y. church members, who
pay Comstoek $4,000 a year to export "virtue" destroy their own
children by abortion, infanticide, or else they prevent conception!
do not think
"They all do it" and had bettercall home their hound.
do not stand
the world are all saints or the church are all sinners;
here to justify abortion, infancitide, or even preventing conception by
hurtful, vicious or criminal methods; but 1 insist on the natural, con-_
stitutional right, the imperatively religious duty of women to intelli
gently consider all the grave issues involved in Love and Parentage,

I

I
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and to do what seems to them wisely best, at their own risk and cost.
Had not this ineffably sacred right of woman been invasively, impu
dently, murderously denied, by Comstock and his backers, the pub
lishers of The Word never would have thought of advertising the syr
inge. * Preventing conception is something far different from abor
tion ; it tends to destroy the trade of abortionists; it does not take life
You, Gentlemen, and your Honor, well
but removes waste matter.
know what a wealth of reproductive power men have; what numbers,
the numberless children a strong, healthy, robust, man may beget.
What is done with all this exhuberant, potential overflowing life-ele
ment men carry ? Does every seed of corn planted come up ? Do
men ask, expect, much less insist that women be impregnated every
time they entertain them sexually ? Of course they do not. But what
Women remove it. After men give it
becomes of the waste matter ?
to them it is women's property, to retain or cast away as they, the
women think best.
Show me the man living who is brute, fool or
knave enough to insist that his wife shall have a child when she don't
want one ! N. Y. church members, Comstock's fellow-male Christians
do not, surely ! They get what they want but take care that the seed
does not germinate ; that the children do not appear in Sunday school
or elsewhere.
Why then imprison me again for insisting that these
very grave matters be intelligently, seriously considered ?
Through the door opened by the syringe comes into this case the
Shall excessive
momentous
increase be
question of population.
checked only by the desolating ravages of war, pestilence, poverty and
starvation or shall Science come in to avert disaster by beneficent pre
vision ? This is the pregnant issue, the imperatively serious question
with which the 3d and 4th counts of this indictment confront you
Listen to these witnesses : —
Gentlemen, and your Honor.
There is ub exception to the rule that every organic being naturally increases at so
high a rate that, if nut destroyed, the earth would soon be covered with the progeny
Evrn the slow- breeding man has doubled in twenty five years, and,
Of a single pair.
at this rate, in a few thousand years, there would literally not be standing room for
hi* progeny. — Charles Darunn.
The power of increase of the human species may be regarded as infinite; at the low
est estimate each generation may be double the number of the generation which pre
ceded it. There is no species of vegetable or animal, which, if the earth were entirely
abandoned to it, and the things on which it feeds, would not in a small number of
years overspread every region of the globe ot which the climate was compatible with
its existence. — John Stuart Mill.
Ireland should serve to warn us of the terrible misfortunes brought upon a country
At the beginning of the 18th century the popula
by an undue increase of population.
tion ih(M-e was about two millions; the two millions had grown into eight millions in
The country was so densely populated that multitudes of pnoplo could only ob
1847.
tain the birest subsistence; yet the people went on marrying with utter improvidence,
the priests and all the influences of religion encouraging early marriages. When the
potato, the staple food of the people was diseased it was iound that there were more
people in the country than could be fed. — Prof. Fawcctt.

Prof. Pawcett when he w::ote this evidently had not considered the
effect of land monopoly on population and poverty ; he needs to go to
school to Davitt and Parnell on that subject. But he is right relative
to the necessity of intelligent limitation of increase which we are con
The uncounted, overflowing millions of China perishing in
sidering.
irtopportunity, destitution and squalor furnish a still more appalling ex•Mrs. Warner and Mrs. Colman testified in defense of Mr. H. that it is the
deeply serious conviction of multitudes of intelligent and conscientious
women
that the u-e of preventatives is infinitely preferable to abortion. But Free Lovers
say ''Of two evils choose neither;" waste, suffering, disaster will be uuknown
when Intelligent Mutualism prevails in Sexuality.
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ample of the imperative necessity of conscientious discretion in the re
The condition of China is a kin to
production of the human species.
that of England in 1258 when 15,000 people in London alo le starved
to death; in France, 1318, one-third of the whole population perished
from the same cause ; in England, 1506-7, the sweating sickness slew
half the inhabitants of the large towns and depopulated Oxford ; in
London, 1603-1, the plague killed 30,578 people ; 1631-5 it destroyed
68,596; in Naples, 1556, 400,000 died; in Egypt, 1792, 800,000.
Wars, epidemics, fimines, are inhuman, merciless checks which irra
tional necessity puts on unintelligent increase of population. Free
Lovers move amendment of these horrible conditions. In Cupid's
Yokes page twenty, wrote this : —
Since the increase of population outruns increase in means of subsistence, Malthus
urged that, unless people refuse to marry, or defer it till middle lile there will be too
many consumers for the food grown j and that, if they do not heed this admonition,
Nature sternly represses excessive increase of population, "by the ghos'ly agencies of
war, pestilence, and famine."
Lycurgns favored destroying imperfect and sickly chil

I

dren; Plato, in his imaginative Republic, advises a si nilar woe ling- >ut process;

and,
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thinking sexual desire "a most enervating and filthy cheat,'' Shakerism endeavors to
exterminate it — three popular devices to govern propagation and Popnla ion:
1. The

Shaker- .Malthus method, winch forbids sexual intercourse; 2. The abort. ou-ohild-murder method, which destroys life before or afti r birth ; 3. Tile French Owen method of
barriers, withdrawal, etc., to arrest tho process in its course; — but, siueo they are
either unnatural, injurious, or offensive, all these devices are rejected by Free Lovers.
Extending the domain of reason and self-control over the whole human system, and
believing that all things work together for the good of those that love good, they not
only believe, but k:ww, that, under self-discipline, "every organ or faculty in the body
woi ks invariably, in all Ciises, and at all times, for tiie good of tho whole "

I

know, Gentlemen, the question has already risen in your minds : If
government does not forbid preventatives \yill not indulg nee, excess,
They may unless, in the words of C.ipid's Yokes,
debauchery result?
"the reproductive instinct be inspired by intelligence and placed under
But repression settles nothing, cures
the dominion of the will."
nothing; it widens, deepens infection, fatalizes the disease.
Do Cornstock statutes, anti-polygamy bills, prohibitory-liquor laws check lib
ertinism, prostitution in Boston, New York or Washington?
Does
imprisoning Free Lovers remove out-crying social evils they unmask ?
Do you head oil' earthquakes by locking up geologists who warn you
Would snow and rain storms not burst on us if we
of their coming?
sent weather-prophets to Dedham Jail?
Does deriding Gov. Butler
lessen the number of infants skulls which pave the hells of'Tewksbury
almshouse ? Wo must appeal the social-evil case to Reason, Conscience;
to the moral order, the fruilf ul, felictous harmony of enlightened Being.
We must lift people out of the slough of sensualism, out of the lower
stories of indulgence into Heart, Brain, — into thoughtf.il endeavor to
know their rights and duties, and dare mainta:n in them. Hence we in
sist on Free Speech, Free Press and Free Mails for the proclamilion
of opinions relative to a syringe as well as for trac's, books, newspapers
1 believe in peace principles ;
on all oilier subjects of human interest.
the costliest struggle of my life was in 180 1 when I dissented from my
then hated and despised, but now everywhere honored friends, G irrison and Phillips, refusing to favor war even to secure emaritipatio i ;
practically a Non-resistant I would not use arms to save my o\v,i life
from assault ; yet, if a law was enacted forbidding citiz:nrto kejp and
bear arms I should certainly defend their right to buy and use lides.
Women have no special constitutional provision relative to their per
sons such as men have enabling them to keep and bear arms; but in
the manhood of citizens, in your hearts, Gentlemen, rises the irresisti
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ble impulse to stand by woman asserting her right to discretion in
It is the social side of woman suffrage ; in indorsing
maternity.
woman's rights the Mass'tts Democracy indorse the syringe ; Coinstock's assault on woman makes an ordinary household utensil an em
As Constantino put the Cross, that is the penis on
blem of liberation.
his banner saying "By this sign, Conquer," so by the necessary ac
companiment of every lady's toilet, a syringe, Woman may achieve
Liberty.
Obscenity, as a question of fact, brings this case into the domain of
morals, giving it religio-political significance; the famous English
Bishop Butler says, "Moral duties rise out of the Nature of the case
itself, prior to external commands;" a person, an individual is the
primary and ultimate fact in this wilderness of pronoun Is, called
society. Rev. Timothy Fuller, Margaret Fuller's grandfather and the
first clergyman of Princeton, President Garfield's great-grandfather
who was a native of my neighbor town of Westminster, and Elbridge
Gerry of Newburyport, in the Mass'tts Convention to ratify the Fed
eral Constitution, voted to reject it because of its pro-slavery clauses ;
because it did not recognize the source of morals, persons, irrespective
of race or color, — Mr. Garfield inducing his fellow-townsmen of West
minster to vote unanimously this clear-headed reason for their action :

"It is our opinion that no constitution whatever ought to ba established till pre
viously thereto a fill of rights 1)3 set forth and the constitution be framed there
from, so that the lowest capacity may he able to determine his natural rights and
judgeof the equitableness of the constitution thereby."
Roger Williams, "a young minister, godly and zealous, with his wife
Mary" landed in Boston Feb. 5, 1631 ; prophet, seer, martyr, and the
first democrat he put the idea of personal sanctity I stand for into the
town of Providence, which he founded, and into the first Baptist
Church in America which he organized there, but from which he soon
withdrew because of its disobedience to the heavenly vision which
guided his life. He said "it was not lawful to require one to swear or
pray ; for both are forms of worship ; that the power of the civil magis
trate extends only to the bodies, goods and outward state of men, and
not to their souls and consciences;" that "magistrates should behave
like the captain of a ship who let his passengers have any kind of religi
ous meeting they please on board, so long as they keep the peace and
These first principles of religio-civil liberty tersely
do not quarrel."
Garfield, Minister
stated and bravely incarnated by great-grandfather
Fuller, lawyer Gerry and the divine Williams determine social freedom
and dissipate the obscenity delusion in advance. My venerable bonds
there is such a thing as obscenity it
man, Elizur Wright, well says
It originates in
consists in lack of respect for the sexual nature."
man's alleged ownership of and trade in woman's person ; it resides in
rude, cheap, vulgar, false, ungentlcmanly ideas of woman's generative
There is nothing obscene but unclean thought, —
maternal nature.
Indecency, vulgarity, diseased sexual organs, syp
mental sickness.
hilis, gonorrhoea call loudly for treatment, euro, — not for decoy, false
hood, secrecy, suppression.
Repress, drive in physical disease and
In nature
the patient dies; call it out, expel it and the person lives..
health is contagious, catching; while disease is cast out, perishes when
This obscenity scare, of which Comstock is highnative forces act.
priest and lawgiver, prevailed awhile, was supposed to have backbone
Gentlemen, in this mat
because public opinion did not say no to it.

"If
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ter world what ia better than the human body? St. Paul said "Ye are
the temple of God. . . The temple of God is holy which temple ye
are." — /. Cor. 3, lCi— IT. Peter said "What God hath cleansed that
call not thou common. . . God hath showed me that I should not call
The human body is
any man common or unclean." — Ads 10, 15-28.
naturally whole, good in all its parts; if a man is imbecile, impotent,
unable to beget a child, — what sensible woman wants to be yoked by
Cupid, by magistrate or God with him, — with a man having' no pas
It was a clean, whole,
sion, no physical heat, no generative power?
handsome, sexually potent, mental spiritual, yet physically well-en
dowed gentleman Whitman had in mind when he wrote the "indicted"
A prominent business man of Boston, who is also a scholar,
poems.
writer, speaker and a life-long reformer, reading twice over the two
poems, "To A Common Prostitute" and A Woman Waits for Me,"
printed on this now famous slip "The Word Extra" looked up to his
wife and exclaimed "What is the matter with that, that's the way
'tis!" The old king said if he had been present at the begetting of
things he could have given useful suggestions to God, the creator !
Even if Coinstock could, by act of Congress, decoy letters, or impri
sonment of "handsomer men" than himself have babes born with
clothes on would that improve Nature ? God said of Adam and Eve,
before vice-societies infected them with false-modesty and secret-dis
— Gen. 2,25;
ease "They were both nakedand were not ashamed."
the Rev.
Aaron
for
naked,
high-priest,
"Moses saw people were
(the
had
made
them
naked."
of
the
day)
Cook,
Crosby
the
Rev.
Dr.
Joseph
— Exodus 32, 25. "Naked came I out of my mother's womb./ — Job
"Every male that openeth the womb shall be called holy to
1, 21.
"All things are naked and open unto the
the Lord." — Luke 2, 23.
Gentlemen, if
have to do." — Heb. 3, 13.
whom
we
with
of
him
eyes
there is anything better on earth than the body of man it is the body
of woman, your mother, sister, daughter, wife or lady-love —,

"A being

bi eathing thoughtful breath,
n liie and death;

A traveller belwet

The reason firm, the temperate will,
Endurance, foresight, strength and skill;
A periect woman nobly planned,
To wain, to cnmJort and command," —

what object on earth or in Air surer to wake all the potent beneficence
of man's being than woman's person! Accursed is the man with
idiotic indiscretion who is ashamed of his passion for woman! What
emasculated fool is this who, as the flame of manly heat goes up
through his body house comes down in charred ruins on penitent
knees to apologize for and bo ashamed of his passional vigor, his gen
erative rectitude ! A bank director standing high and well also in
church, politics and business said to me that reading these two poems
in "The Word Extra" gave him generative erection ! Supposing they
did, are the poems bad on that account? Did not Whitman, when he
wrote these poems, know good, fruitful nature in this man and paint
him worthily? Dreading about creative power in trade and com
merce made his bank-stock rise in value would my man be ashamed
Gentlemen, I am amazed at the shame-facedness
of it as "obscene?"
meet their own nature ; at their witless weak
men
with which some
ness, if not perverse puerility in the presence of the divine potencies
of these our body forms ! I marvel at the idiotic pretense of "obscen
ity" which attempts to forbid, by statute, citizens becoming wisely
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informed of, and well-trained in the creative, human energies which
So felt
people Earth, and quicken civilizing, redeeming tendencies!
Walt Whitman when he wrote in Leaves of Grass, —
I know that the hand of God in the promise of my own,
I know that the spirit ol God is the brother of tny own, . .
For me Hps lhat have smiled, eyes that hare shed tears;
For me children and begetters of children. . .
I am the poet of tlie woman the same as of the man,
And I say it is as great to be a vomim as to be a man,
And I say there is nothing greater than the mother of men. . .

I
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find letters from God dropped in the street and every one is signed by God's name. . .
Ages, precedents, poems have long been accumulating, undirected materials;
America brings builders, and brings its own styles. . .
Their Presidents shall not be their common referees so much as their poets shall. . .
This is not only one man, — he is the father of those who shall be fathers in their turn;
In him the start of populous states and rich republics,
Of him countless immortal lives with countless embodiments and enjoyments. . .
Welcome is every organ and attribute of me, and of any man hearty and clean.
Not an inch, nor a particle of an inch, is vile, and none shall be less familiar than the
Human bodies are words, myriads of words;
[rest.
In the best poems reappears the body, man's or woman's, well-shaped, natural, gay. . .
Every part able, active, receptive, without shame or need of shame.

But, Gentlemen, this cry of "obscenity" ill-becomes the church,
professors of Christianity whose every religious symbol originated in
the sexual organs of men and women.
The historic fact, well-known
to scholars and scientists, a fact in proof of which I could pile this
table high with books brought right down here from the Athenaeum
Library on Beacon St.; a fact recorded in Appleton's American En
cyclopaedia, Vol. v. p. 512, that the Christian Cross was suggested by
the male generative organ, "its most ancient use being probably a
phallic emblem the type of the active principle of life." Inman's "An
cient Faiths," Higgin's "Anacalypsis" and his "Celtic Druids'" Payne
Knight's "Worship of Priapus," Layard's "Nineveh" and many other
works disclose in the twilight-dawn of human society that the cross,
as an ecclesiastic symbol and a sign of devotion, in structure and use
denotes generation and regeneration.
Since "to the power of repro
duction is allied the acme of physical bliss" and moral sublimity the
generative-sexual function naturally tinged and swayed religious inspi
ration in India, Egypt, among the Buddhists, Babylonians, Phoenici
ans, Assyrians, the Hebrews, the Astecs and other ancient tribes.
The Chaldees "believed in a Celestial Virgin who had purity of body,
loveliness of form and tenderness of person; and to whom the erring
sinner could appeal with more chance of success than to a stern father.
Portrayed with a child in her arms, her full womb teeming with bless
ings," everything that could remind votaries of attractive feminine
power was utilized in her worship. The Phallus and Linga or Lingham
imaged the male organ, the penis; the Yoni or Unit the female organ,
the womb.
Dr. Inman says that these organs were portrayed on the
walls of ancient temples. — Ezekiel 23, 14. The genitals of male cap
tives, like scalps by American Indians, were taken and sold or sacri
ficed as trophies. King Saul offered to sell his daughter in marriage
for 100 Philistine foreskins; David accepted the offer but doubled the
number, slew 200 men, brought their genitals and "gave them in full
tale to tha king that he might be his son-in-law; and Saul gave him
Michal his daughter to wife. — Sam. 18,25-27. See also 2 Kings 20,
18; Isa. 39, 7.
Another primitive custom in the patriarchal age was that the one who took the oath
his hand under thigh of the adjuret- (Gen. 24, 2 and 47, 29).
This practice evi
dently arose from the fact that the genital member, which is meant by the euphemio

put
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expression, thigh, was regarded as the most sacred part of tho body, being the symbol
of union in the tenderest relations of matrimonial life, tlie seat whence all issue pro
Compare Gen. 46, 26;
ceeds, and the perpetuity so much coveted by tli o ancients.
Exod. 1, 5; Jildg. 8, 30. Hence the creative organ became the symbol of the Creator
It was for this reason that God
and object of worship among all nations of antiquity.
claimed it as a sign of the covenant between himself and his chosen people in the rite
Nothing therefore could render tho oath more solemn in those days
of circumcision.
than touching the symbol of creation, the sign of the covenant and the source of that
issue who mny at any future period avenge the breaking a compact made by their pro
genitor. — Dr. Ginsingburg in Kilto's Cyclopaedia.
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Abraham, the father of the faithful, himself a Chaldee reverenced the
phallus or penis as an emblem of the Creator. My brave young; friend
John A. Lant, of New York, was Comstocked 18 months in Albany
Penitentiary for printing in his paper, The Toledo Sun, a letter from
Geo. Francis Train in which he said Brooklyn Christians, Comstock
It is
himself and his reverend pastor worship the penis as Jehovah.
a fact in history which 1 have just verified to you from unquestionably
authentic records. The idea of the Trinity originated in the same
way, the male privy member and the adjacent right and left testes
Benjamin signifies
making the Triad or triune Creator, the penis.
"son of my right side," that is sprung from seed in the right testicle.
In Psa. 127, 3 David says "Children are an heritage of the Lord, and
the fruit of the womb is his reward;" that is the serving mother brings
The figleaf, having three lobes to it,
children to her Lord, their sire.
became a symbol of the triad or penis : —

The female organs of generation were revered as symbols of the generative powers
of Nature or of matter, as those of the male were of the generativo powers of God.—
Worship of Priapus p. 28.
Mary is a compound word composed of male and female principles,
meaning a union of father and mother forces ; the Celestial Mother,
"God is love" was a tenet of faith 2,000 years before the accepted Vir
gin Mary now adored was born. Palm Sunday, the Communion Sac
rament, Trinity Sunday, the Garden of Eden, Fish and Good Friday, —
these and many other religio-incidents symbolize sexuality. The cross,
on which Jesus was executed, was used by the Romans to kill what
they deemed their worst criminals because, as they said to a convict,
"You are too wicked to live and shall be put out of life by a means
emblematical of what brought you into life;" hence they crucified him
on a cross, a penis.
As I have shown you, Abraham required the adjurer, making oath to touch his thigh, his penis; hence the phrase "So
help me God" originally meant "so help me the creative forces of life,
the penis."
The idea of God now meaning a cluster of attributes, a
flock of truths, Essential Intelligence, Positive Law, the It of things,
originated in the male generative organ, the Jehovah penis.
In Hindu myths the tortoise was the form taken by Vishnu in his second Incarna
tion ; it was held sacred to Venus, worshipped because it "represents, in extended
head and neck the acting linga— virile member, a sustainer of creation, a symbol of
generation, a renewer of life, a supporter of the world" (and this is probably why Ori
entals paint the earth restiug on a tortoise) "a type of omnipotence pointing to immor
tal felicity."
The expression "Mother Earth" has a sexual significance, — clefts,
chasms, natural fruitfulness being typical of the maternal offices of
woman; Druidical structures in the British Islands and India, Roman
am
temples and passages in the Bible prove this an historic fact.
here on trial by the United States government for alleged "obscenity;"
behind government is the physical force the martial prowess which
created it ; behind the State House is Bunker Hill ; behind Washing
On birth-spots of national life
ton are Valley Forge and Yorktown.
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or individual heroism rise monuments to signalize, commemorate per
sonal and collective achievement, expressive of our patriotic and reli
It is a well-known historic fact, Gentlemen,
gious gratitude therefor.
that the idea and structure of monuments originated in male-genera
tive power; the impressive, speaking shaft on Bunker Hill, forever
vocal with Webster's divine, immortal orations, gives lessons of valor
and erectitude which obsceuists, who dog my steps, may well study.
And when we consider the fact that, after men failed or faltered in its
erection, the women came forward and raised money to complete that
magnificent structure, its history, its national and associative meaning
becomes profoundly suggestive.*
Relative to art and literature: —
In the arena of Mechanics, Socket and Pivot are the law, the fact of action;
the socket is soft, receptive iron, the pivot hard, projective; through realms of
metals
this analysis takes us into vegetable kingdoms where we find stamen
and pistil, pollen and ovule with all their prolific uses and destinies.
Why not
make voyages of discovery into our body-selves, study attractive, fruitful lessons
in Moral, Sexual Physiology? Why blush or be shamefaced in Stirpiculture
more than in Agriculture, Horticulture, Floriculture or amid iron-clad, steel
bright, golden-pure wonders of Mechanics?
Are not the Penis and Womb as
native, handsome and worthy in use as pivot and socket, pistil and stamen,
pollen
and ovule?
What rioting debauchery, what rotting disease, what stroke of moral
death or stark idiocy is upon men that they are less intelligent, respectful and
orderly with their own body-selves than with the mental, wooden or vegetable
man i testations of form and power?
Not the voting question merely but the Sex
Question, calls for discovery and Conversation ; in dark, hidden ways men legis
late on tlic use aud destiny of women's bodies, — when we may or may not con
ceive; whether we shall have syringes lo take an injection, enema, or for other
cleansing purposes, and Citizens are imprisoned for daring to ask the reason why !
— Anycla T. iLywood in
Leaflet Literature.
That same plainness of speech which is called such bad taste in Mr. Heywood
is to be found in ail the great masters of literary expre.-sion. in the Greek
classics,
in Chaucer, Shak-pere, Milton, Drydeu, Shelley , Goethe, Victor Hugo, as well
as our own Whitman, and even in Kinirsou, and likewise in the fountain-head of
Christianity itself, tiie Jewish scriptures. So universal is it that one might pro
nounce i t the voice of Nature herself trying to vindicate the purity of every act of
I can match the most objectionable words of Mr. Heywood with something
hers.
far more objectionable in the great writers of the world.
Do you say that they
were simply expressing the spirit of their age, and that if they wrote now they
would write differently?
That is not proven.
Shelley, Goethe, Hugo are the
most modern writers, and they have used the same expression.
Chaucer, Shakspere, Dryden, Swift, Fielding, Sterne were not the creatures of their day— they
were its masters.
They were creative forces, and acted only in obedience to their
ow n supreme genius.
And when we pass from literature to art — to painting and
sculpture— we shall find this method of expression far more prevalent and glar
ing. The old painters, and the modern painters, too, like Turner, reveled in this
nakedness of the truth. They believed in it as requisit to all high art. Every
where in the old country where art has won its greatest triumphs, do we find
this open expression of every feature of Nature. Nothing is concealed.
Thereis
no appearance of shame.
The human body has not been denied its rights unon
the canvass or in the breathing aiarble.— S. P. Putnam in N. Y. Truth Seeker.
Thus you see, Gentlemen, that in art literature, science, mechanics
architecture, politics and religion there is constant reference, respect
ful, appreciative deference to the human body and the sexual nature;
are sculptors, painters, writers, statesmen and religionists therefore

it

it

it,

"obscene" either in lact or intent? When Christians put the cross
on their steeples, adorn their churches with
and wear images of
on their bosoms, whether they know the historic origin of
or not,
are they impure in fact or motive?
ask you, Gentlemen, to be as in-
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* Welister, publicly addressing the wealth and fashion of Boston
once alluded
very directly to the sex-significance of Bunker Hill Monument; those interested
can see the passage in June Word, Y. L. 12.
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telligent and impartial in your judgment of passages in social-reform
literature as you are in your opinions of other books and works of art.
My venerable and devoted friend, Parker Pillsbury, in "Cupid's Yokes
and The Holy Scriptures Contrasted" presents many passages from
the Bible which ministers would not read from their pulpits or parents
in their families. Is the Bible, "God's Word" therefore "obscene,"
unmailable ? Respecting words and sentences which some may not
approve in writings on the Sex Question there is to be said in their be
half: the writers aim to remove social evils and use such language as
they deem necessary to achieve their object. They ask at every step is it
right, proper, healthful, beneficent for persons or society ; they appeal
to thought, conscience, and endeavor to bring Sexuality into the do
main of reason and moral obligation.
They say "Seek ye first Truth;
be sure you do nothing which you cannot justify to yourself and others
as right; but, if you mis-step, go wrong, don't skulk from the natural
results of your action ; pay the cost, suffer the consequences of wrong
If one's physical nature is moved by
doing but do right next time."
reading syringe advertisements need he therefore go and violate a
woman or do any other indecent or unmanly thing ? Certainly not.
If he "holds his body subject to reason," "keeps his body under," as
St. Paul and Free Lovers urge, this revival of sexual energy in him
will make him more of a gentleman ; found a family, generate children,
increase society, study and practice stirpiculture which is at least,
equally important, honorable, necessary with agriculture, horticulture,
architecture, as human beings are of account as well as corn, cotton,
cattle, wood and stone —all worthy and useful in their way. Prevail
ing vulgarity, indecency, call for truth, advice, culture; if a bad book
is afloat I want to see it, show it to my childreu, protect them from it
and of the right as distinguished, dis
by knowledge of the wrong in
tinct from it. As Judge Lowell said, in the Jones' case referred to,
unhealthy curiosity, impure desire, indecent habits are fruit of neglect
on the part of parents and teachers to inform children from the earliest
How often
years, and thereby assure intelligence, purity, modesty.
parents evade children's questions respecting the new-born babe, tell
in his bag or the storks on their backs from
them the doctor brought
Hence, insincerity, distrust and that saddest sight under
the meadow
Heaven, — an inquiring child that cannot confide in, believe, its parent
now great difference of opinion regarding them, intelli
Though there
gent students of books and morals find, in Cupid's Yokes and Leaves
of Grass, not evasion, deceit, obscenity; but welcome, knowledge,
sincerity; mental surgery, curative treatment of error, and quickening
impulse to right action, clean life.
now pass to "obscenity" as
question of law;
well said,
"this statute must either be defined or repealed;" Mr. Almy says
done here without sanction of law
that
nothing
really so he will
have to beget a statute before pushing me further.
am amazed that
these prosecutions could have gone on so long without any legd defi
nition of "obscenity."
Alleged "cime should be so clearly defined
murder, homicide, arson, larceny,
that there can be no mistaking
burglary, forgery are so defined that they cannot be misunderstood.
crime punishable by fine and imprisonment
If obscenity
ought
to be so clearly described that we may know in what
consists, and
that accused persons may not be at the mercy of
man, or
number
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of men who construe what is obscene, indecent or immoral by their
own special opinion or notion of morality or immorality.
What is
obscene to one man may be as pure as mountain hiiow to another; one
man should not and cannot decide for other men."
Until we have a
statute defining obscenity, in the absence of a legal definition of the
crime or misdemeanor alleged, the prosecution improvises a statute,
makes a law to fit or misfit the accused!
The posture of affairs is
similar to what obtained iorty years ago, or more, relat've to blas
phemy when Abner Kneeland the founder and editor of the Boston In
vestigator was arrested and tried here ; the venerable Chas. G. Greene,
many years editor of the Boston Daily Post, was upon the jury and
voted for acquittal, stood alone for Mental Liberty, holding that alleged
blasphemy is a matter of opinion of which every citizen must judge for
himself; it was a manly, courageous and highly serviceable act for
which Mr. Greene is now held in affectionate remembrance by all
friends of morality and progress.
April 4th, 1878, a lady, Mrs. Abbie
Dike Lee, was arrested in Lynn for selling Cupid's Yokes; in May
following she was tried in the Superior Court at Newburyport, Judge
Brigham presiding; in his charge to the Jury, alluding to the fact that
thera is no legal definition of obscenity, he said : —

There is no doubt but that subjects of a delicate nature can be discussed in a
proper way; that a biok to be obscene must appear so to the minds of the pure
not to the impure mere'y; that tHe general tenor and purpose of the book as well
as special passages mu«t be considered ; that allowance must be made for freedom
of conscience and the right of private judgment in morals; that in aMking whether
a book outrages "public dece icy," is ''offensive
to chastity and morality"
or tends to the corruption of yo it.li the rights of opinion, diversities of views and
the constitutional guarantees of liberty must be kept in mind.
After listening to this fair and impartial view of the case by -Judge
Brigham the Jury retired; three hours deliberation leaving them stand
ing six to six the Judge dismissed them and released the lady who has
not been molested since; nor was the sale of Cupid's Yokes interfered
with in Massachusetts afterwards. Relative to the interpretation of
this statute, its intent and purpose will now call two witnesses who
voted for it in Congress, and whose opinions have weight with large
First, Senator Geo. F. Hoar;
numbers of our Massachusetts people.
in a letter to me written in Dec. 1877 and which was printed in Jan.
Wom, 1878 he said:—
The line of distinction between honest argument intended to convice the people
that their opinions, laws, or social and dpmestic arrangements are wrong, how
ever mistaken or even injurious in their result such arguments may be, and writ
ings designed to inflame evil purposes and minister to gross and depraved tastes
is a line I think which our Massachusetts Jurors will be pretty sure to see and to
have never heard anything of you which would lead me to believe you
keep.
.would knowingly write anything of the latter class however strongly might d isapprove of some of your opinions.
1 will add to this a brief extract from Mr. Hoar's notable speech in the
United States Senate in Feb. 1878, on the Natural Liberty of persons
involved in Woman's Rights, — her right to prevent conception indeed
if she thinks best to do so. Relative to the perversion of government
and mal-use of its statutes Mr. Hoar said : —
I do not think that in this matter of government the sex which has so far en
grossed that function has attained to such remarkable success that it should re
any suggestion tending to amend the methods which
ceive very contemptously
The one clumsiest thing which men do on the face of the earth ,
shall be pursued.
the one thing in which there is the most waste, the most friction, the most crime
the most blundering and the most fraud is this one thing which consists in gov
erning mankind. The functions of government are very few.

I

I

I
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then goes on to show that in no way has government a right to
invade persons or opinions or create special offences.
The other wit
ness, who also has an influential following in this State, is Governor
Butler; a member of Congress when this statute was enacted he after
wards was invited to defend Victoria C. Woodhull against Comstock's
assault on her in 1872-3. Jan. 19, 1873, Gen. Butler wrote Mrs.
Woodhull from Washington as follows : —
That statute was meant to cover, and does cover sending that class of litho
licentious books and other matters which are publish
ed by bad men for the purpose of corruption of youth, through the United States
mail. . . But that it was intended to cover or prevent a description of (act- alleged
to have happened, or acts to have been dono by any individual not for a had pur
pose, such acts "the statute never was intended to reach.". . No legal wrong can
be done under it when the case comes before a learned and intelligent judge.
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graphs, prints, engravings,

Ever since its enactment Gen. Butler has denounced the uses Cornstock and his backers have made of this statute for persecution of
opinions; when, on the wave of indignation caused by my and Mr.
Bennett's arrest in 1877-8 petitions were circulated for the repeal of
this statute, bearing 70,000 names they were presented by Gen. But
ler to Congress. He openly disapproves of the prosecution in this
case, ridicules and denounces using the United States Government to
"advertise a syringe;" Senator Hoar and President Garfield when they
were fellow members of the lower House of Congress earnestly coin
The N. Y. state courts
cided with Gen. Butler's view of this statute.
hold the same view; in May 1878 "Mrs. Farnsworth" alias Anthony
Comstock bought two of these syringes of Dr. Sara B. Chase and ar
rested her for selling them ; he importuned three or four grand juries
before he got an indictment which was afterwards quashed by Judge
You see, Gentlemen,
Southerland on motion of Dist. Att'y Rollins.
years ago Comstock's own state courts acted on the sensible views of
Senator Hoar and Gov. Butler; holding it inconsistent with intelligent
law, sound morals and enlightened policy to sanction invasion of per
In the case of A. Orlando Jackson
sonal rights under these statutes.*
passed upon by the Supreme Court June 4th, 1878, though the deci
sion related to the application of this statute to lotteries the opinion
of the Court delivered by Justice Field had this notable passage : —
Nor can any regulation be enforced against the transportal of printed matter in
the mail which is open to examination so as to interfere in any manner with the
Liberty of circu
freedom of the press, or with any other rights of the people.
lating is as essential to that freedom as liberty of publishing; indeed without the
liberty of circulation the liberty of publication would be of little value.

This plainly significant affirmation of the right of opinion in Morals by
ask of your Honor and Gentlemen rela
the Supremo Court covers all
In his message to Congress,
tive to the construction of this statute.
like to read
in Dec. 1878 these noble words from President Hayes
side by side with his emancipation signature which liberated mo Irom
Dedham Jail on the 19th day of that freedom month: — "The protec
tion of liberty requires the maintenance in full vigor of the manly
methods of Free Speech, Free Press and Free Suffrage."
But the alleged "crime" in this case is purely fictitious, manufac
In the great state-trials of Tooke, Hardy and Thelwall, in 1 794,
tured.
Erskine's irrepressible zeal, inclusive learning and unrivalled eloquence

I

I

* Ex-Gov. John D. Long once said to Mr. Hcywond:— "Though we may dis
sent from your positions, politicians do not favor persecution ; I think you should
Lieut. Gov. Ames
be assured' your right to hold and diffuse honest opinions."
has the same views.

t
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exploded the old doctrine of "constructive treason," which until then
prolonged torture and "tracked blood" through England; he "estab
lished law on the true foundation, that there must be some overt act
to constitute crime and made it possible for citizens to "freely speak
and pub'ish opinions concerning government, without being guilty of
treason."
But the savage usurpation which Erskine strangled in En
gland comes up here, eighty years later, in the form of "constructive
immorality ;" it "makes man an offender for a word," drags citizens
before magistrates and holds them liable to excessively severe penalties
for truth uttered in spoken or printed debate ! Yet the whole thing is
Whoso morals have 1 im
feigned, instigated, caused, a put-up-job.
paired? "J. A. Mattocks" is an imaginary person; twelve years of
skulking decoy and professional lying leave no morality in Ella Ben
der, alias Anthony Comstock to be injured.
In this case the accuser
If a boy is true or naturally infected
is the immoralist, the criminal.
with falsity what man is base enough to tempt him to lie? If he
leans to theft, how wicked, by decoy or otherwise, to studiously develope in him impulse to steal ! If he is careless of life in using lirearms who is the wretch so devilish as to deliberately teach him mur
der? If the naturally innocent boy was the son of either of you, Gen
tlemen, or your Honor's and the perversity was implanted by an au
thorized government "agent" what words could voice your anguish?
What barrier restrain your righteous, vaulting wrath ? Essential evil
is personized as "Satan," "Devil" because he instigates, begets sin;
it .is a principle of Common Law and universal morality that one who
is the primal, persistent cause of it is an accomplice in the offence, if
not the chief criminal. I ask your Honor, therefore, to dismiss this
case and send home my accuser because he is an accomplice in the
And I am happy to be able to refer the Court to recent
alleged crime.
action by Judge Treat of St. Louis and Judge Dillon of Chicago who
threw out these cases for reasons I have given.*
My legal right of opinion invaded by this prosecution is not only
intrenched in fundamental law of the Union and the States but it is
assured by the ablest and truest publicists in our history.
Thomas
Jefferson said to the Virginia House of Delegates in 1785 : —
To sutler the civil magistrate to intrude Ms powers into the field of opinion and to
restrain the profession or propagation of principles on the supposition ot their ill ten
dency is a dangerous fallacy which at once destroys all religious liberty; thatitis timo
enough for the rightful purposes of civil government for its officers to interfere when
principles break out into overt acts against peace and good order.

Edward Livingston, writing to M. Duponceau favored

Leaving the whole class of indecencies to the correction of public opinion. . . Turn
to any indictment lov the publication of obscene books or prints, or for indecency of

behavior, and you will find tho innuendoes and exposition of the oifence infinitely
more indecorous, more open violation of decency than any of the works they are in
tended to punish and repress. In trying to bring harmless levity underthe lush of the
law sculpture and painting will be banished for their nudities; poetry for the warmth
of its descriptions; and music, if it excite any forbidden passion, will scarcely escape.

But my opinion, now invaded is affirmative, not negative or neutral
merely; as under the lead of Garrison and Phillips I urged abolition of
negro slavery, so now I strive for the liberation of Labor and of Wo* Who caused the statute to be violated?
What right had the vice-society's
Is not this manufactur
agent to exploit in that manner and violate the statute?
ing crime? The point is not how guilty the convicted man is or whether the
mails were used by quacks, humhugs and worse people; but who provoked the
Ought the Federal Courts to be used to aid manufac
commission of the crime?
tured crime? — Judge Treat, reported in N. Y. Times, Dec. 16th, 1678.
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man; as in 1835-7 Southrons tried to suppress, by Federal statute,
anti-slavery prints as "incendiary literature," so pseudo-conservatives
now assail social-reform prints as "obscene literature" and the blow is
struck at reformers of all shades of opinions. "My accuser says : —
Another class of publications issued by Freelovers and Freethinkers is in a fair way
of being stamped out. it The public generally can scarcely be aware of the extent that
blasphemy. and filth commingled have found vent through these varied channels.
Under a i lausible pretense, men who raise a howl about free press, free speech, etc.,
ruthlessly trample under foot the most sacred things, break down the altars of reli
gion, bui>t,asniitler the ties ol homo, and seek to overthrow every social restraint.—
Anthony Comstock's iih Annual Vice-Socicly Report.
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Comstock's construction of the statute voices this vindictive purpose;
but your Ilonor, I trust, will have a more liberal view, favoring not
the letter of it which killeth but the spirit which assures purity in lib
eration. Respecting Calhoun and Jackson's effort to suppress what
they termed "incendiary" prints Henry Clay said in the U. S. Senate:
"They could not (rightfully) pass any law interfering with the subject
in any shape or form whatever."
Senator "Honest John" Davis of
Massachusetts,
Worcester, your Honor) said : —
(of

It would be claiming on the part of Government a monopoly — an exclusive right
either to send such papers as it pleased, or to deny the privilege of sending them
through the mail. Once establish the precedent, and where will it lead to?
Govern
ment may take it into its head to prohibit the transmission of political, religious, or
even moral or philosophical publications
in which it might fancy there was something
offensive; and under this reserved right, contended for in this report, it would be the
duty of the Government to carry it into effect. lie denied the right of the Government
to exercise a power indirectly which it tould not exercise directly ; and if there was
no direct power in the Constitution, lie would like to know how they would get the
,
power of the States— a legislative power at most.

Senator James Buchanan ol Pennsylvania said : —

If such

a doctrine prevailed, the Governmentimay designate the persons or parties,
who shall have'lhe benefit of the mails, excluding all others.
Daniel Webster, "shocked" at the unconstitutional character of the whole proceed
ing, said: "Any law distinguishing what shall or shall not go into the mails, founded
on the sent iments of the paper, and making the deputy post-master a Judge, he should
say was expressly unconstitutional."

or

classes

Seven years before this debate on the right of anti-slavery opinions a
controversy raged relative to mental liberty in the Sunday Mail ques
tion; Jan. 19, 1829, Hon. Richard M. Johnson of Ky. presented to the
U. S. Senate a Report which contained the following language notably
pertinent to the legal right of opinion in morals I am considering : —
The proper object ot government is to protect all persons i« the enjoyment of their
religious, as well as civil rights, and not to determine for any whether they shall es
We are aware that a
teem one day above another, or esteem all days alike holy.
variety ot sentiment exists among the good citizens of this nation on the subject of
the Sabbath day ; and our government is designed for the protection of one as much aa
for another. The Jewish government was n theocracy which enforced religious ob
servances ; and though the committee would hope that no portion of the citizens of
our countiy would willingly introduce a system of religious coercion in our civil insti
tutions, the example of other nations should admonish us to watch carefully against
its earliest indication.
With these different religious views, the committee are ot
It is not the legitimate province of the legis
opinion that Congress cannot interfere.
Our government is a civil,
lature to determine whnt>religion is true, or what false.
and not u religions institution.
Our Constitution recognizes in every person the right
to choose his own religion, and to enjoy it freely, without molestation.
Whatever
may be the religious sentiments ot citizenn, and however variant, they are alike en
titled to protection from the government, so long as they do not invade the rights of
Should Congress, in their legislative capacity, adopt the sentiment, it would
others.
establish the principle that the legislature is a proper tribunal to determine what are
tho laws of God. It would involve a legislative decision in a religious controversy;
and on a point in which good citizens may honestly differ in opinion, without disturb
ing the peace of society or endangering ilsliberties. If this principle is once introduced,
it will he impossible to define its bounds. Among all the religions persecutions with
which almost every page of modern history is stained, no vici itn ever suffered but for
the violation ol what government denominated the law of God. To prevent a similar
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train of evils in this country, the Constitution has wisely withheld from our govern,
ment the power ol denning the Divine Law. It is a right reserved to each citizen;

and while lie respects the equal righis ot ethers, he cannot be held amenable to any
human tribunal lor his conclusions.
All leligious despotism commences by combina
tion and influence; and when that influence begins to operate upon the political insti
tutions ol a country, the'Civil power soon bends under it; and the catastrophe of other
nations furnishes an awful warning of the consequence. Under the preterit regula
Every
tions ol the post-ofhee depailment, the lights of conscience are not invaded.
agenti enters voluntarily, and it is presumed conscientiously, into the discharge of his
duties, without intermeddling with the conscience ot another. The obi gallon of gov
ernment is the snme to both of these classes; and the committee can discover no prin
ciple on which the claims of one should be more respected than those cf the oilier,
unless it should be admitted that the consciences ol the minority are less sacred than
those of the majority.
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I will add, in passing, these convincing sentences from a distinguished
author who has given 50 years close study to Social Science : —

Civil liberty has been in a sense achieved ; ecclesiastical liberty also ; social liberty
remains to be achieved. The emancipated thought of the world is rapidly pro
gressing, and constantly invading new fields. It comes along in the regular order
of evolution, to sexual and physiological questions.
All literature is cropping
out in all directions with an unwonted free-spokenness on these subjects. But there
is a margin of popular prohibition here, which can only be gradually crowded back,
known as obscenity, which the public generally concur in regarding as something very
horrible; although ideas nre, for the most part, very childish and silly on the subject.
But such as they are, they can be readily appealed to prejudice, to deter, and to cover
ulterior designs. Under thiseappeal, in this case, the ulterior design has been to pro
hibit and reverse the'whole modern trend of literature toward freedom in social d!scussions. To that end a whole, new, and utterly un-American code of repressive leg
islation has been surreptitiously foisted in upon the statute book; the most unheard-of
severity ol punishment enacted, and the machinery of the law set in motion to prose
cute and persecute, to conVict and imprison, the choicest and best men of this nomi
nally free and truly progressive country.
Incidentally a question has arisen, among
thinkers, of the possibility, desirableness, and rightfulness of limiting the increase of
It is a tremendous and still an open question. Meantime the legal con
population.
spirator steps in, elecules.the question for us, against, or in the sense of old-fogydom;
and the great Uniteel States government, forsooth, ignorantly, and at the suggestion
of one man, enacts law against — what? Not against pistols and daggers and knives,
lor the Constitution has provideebjfor our right to bear arms, but against a necessary
purt of a iady's bed-chamber furniture — the women having no constitutional provision
in their favor.
What the tea was to the Revolutionary war: what tho auction block
and the overseer's whip were to the antislavery warlare; what "indulgences" were to
the German Keformation, "Leaves of Grass" and the 'Comstock Syringe" may be des
tined ro become in the next and last grand campaign for human emancipation, — Ste
phen Pearl Andrews in Truth Seeker.

The inalienable right of opinion, invaded by Comstock's interpreta
tion of this statute has strong vindication by another line of thought.
The great political party which, 23 years has controlled the Federal
Executive and both houses of congress, with here and there Demo
cratic exception, said at Chicago, 1860, in the platform, on which
was nominated and elected : —
"That the maintenance inviolate of the rights of the

Lincoln

States, and especially of the right
of each State to order and control its own domestic institutions according to its own
judgment exclusively, is essential to that balance of power on which the perfection
autl endurance of our political faith depends; and we denounce tho lawless invasion by
armed U rce of any State or Territory, no matter under what pretext, as among the
gravest ot crimes,"

This now historic declaration related to the institution of slavery,
which was not thereby indorsed, but, in Lincoln's phrase, "put in
course of ultimate extinction" by leaving it an open question, an out
crying evil arraigned by mental, moral and social Intelligence ; be
By
sieged by industrial, commercial and speculative Enterprise.
of those
means of other, but far different "domestic institutions;"
heir-looms of the ages and birth-rights of Human Nature, — Freedom of
Conscience, Liberty of Prophesying, Right of Private Judgement,
Freedom of Speech, Freedom of the Press and the Natural Right of
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Association, — by these, Northrons hoped to carry liberating civiliza
tion to tho Gulf; that the dread enginery of war, Secretary Seward's
"tinckling bell," arbitrary arrests, martial havoc, desolation, — States
billowed with soldier's graves from Maine to Texas — that these inter
vened, before Emancipation closed the great drama — was not the fault
of Lincoln or his associates.
These domestic institutions, loved by
all intelligent people, ineffably precious in Massachusetts are now as
sailed by subtle savagery if not "lawless invasion ;" assailed not by the
armed heroism which struck slavery at Harpers Ferry, but by stealth,
decoy, falsehood, treachery, — by the repulsive monstrosities incarnated
in that being loathed in all nations and ages, — the politico-religious
spy and informer. Princeton is my native town ; 25 years ago next
June, I stepped from Brown University upon the Anti-slavery Plat
form; since then, with radical workers who pioneer reformation, with
misunderstood, despised Idealists, "few in numbers but strong in rea
son;" incessantly engaged, "without haste, without rest" my life has
been a busy one, leaving me without a dollar and with too many un
paid debts to-day; but in all these eventful years, in my writings,
speakings, travel, walk and conversation but one person ever ques
tioned my ability or disposition to use chaste language and he is the
invasive obscenist from a not over-pure foreign city.
Massachusetts
has all-sufficient statutes against immorality, "obscenity" and every
other vice and crime; if 1 am the bad man this indictment says, if I
have violated law, if I have ever invaded life or property, if I ever in
jured any body, — if any woman or girl ever had cause to blush for
word or act of mine, why have not the good people of Princeton, Boston
or elsewhere found it out ? I have worked in light, not in darkness;
openly, above board, not in sly, clandestine ways ; all my writings,
views, purposes, are advertised publicly ; the platforms where I have
lectured or conventioncd have always been free to all coming objec
tors; yet no man or woman ever entered complaint against me save
this one foreign spy who "in ways that are dark and tricks that are"
damnable, by permission of United States "law" still dogs my steps.
Chattel slavery is dead, — but poverty, prostitution, libertinism, intem
perance, war, — the great social evils which baffle humane endeavor
and "trouble God" — these challenge my effort to remove them.
Free
Speech, Free Press, high-minded men and women, — all the elements
which constitute a State assure my Natural Right to pursue my work
unmolested.* Shall Massachusetts Citizenship longer be slave-hounded
by this mercenary Federal censor who skulks in our highways and by
ways to regulate New England morals ! Where are the grand max
ims and inspirations which elected Lincoln ? What death-sleep has
fallen on the successors of Chase, Greeley and Sumner that, without
protest, they can see Liberty again and again struck down under the
From the
shadow of Bunker Hill, and within sight of Faneuil Hall?
once pro-slavery South, from martial fields smoking with brothers'
come words grandly
blood shed in civil war, from a soldier-democrat
me
in
the
old
of
denied
Bay State.
In his
opinion
asserting rights

* It is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liberties. We hold
this prudent jealously to be the first duty of citizens and one of the noblest char
of the late revolution. The freemen of America did not wait until
acteristics
usurped power had strengthed itself by exercise and entangled the question in
They saw all the consequences in the principle and they avoided the
precedents.
We revere this lesson too much to for
consequences by deny ing the principle.
get it. — President Madison.
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famous order while commander of the Department of the Southwest,
of repressive measures which shielded
witnessing the dire-results
slavery from criticism, and thereby referred the anti-slavery issues to
the sanguinary tribunal of war, Gen. Hancock said: — .
The great principles of American liberty nro still the lawful inheritance of this peo
ple, and ever Klmuld be. The right of triul by jury, the habeas corpus, the liberty of
the press, the lreedom of speech, the natural rights ol persons, and the rights of prop
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erty must be preserved.
Free institutions, while they are essential to the prosperity
and happiness of the people, always furnish the strongest inducements to peace and
order.
Woe bo to us whenever it shall come to pass that the power of the magistrate
— civil or military — is permitted to deal with the mere opinions or feelings of the peo
ple. Sentiments of>respect or disrepect, dud feelings of affection, love or hatred, so
long as not developed into acts in violation of law, are matters wholly beyond the pu
nitory power of huuian tribunals. The entire freedom of thought and speech, how
ever acrimoniously indulged, is consistent with the noblest aspirations of man, and
the happiest conditions ot his race. The maxims that in all intellectual contests truth
is mighty and must prevail, and that error is harmless when reason is left free to com
It is a poor compliment to the merits of a
bat it, arc not only sound but salutary.
cause that its advocates would silence opposition by force; and generally those only
who are in the wrong will resort to this ungenerous means.

My accuser asks your Honor and you, Gentlemen, to help him
"stamp out" opinions he lacks wit to understand; eleven years this
heated persecution of editors and publishers impelled to investigate
social evils has burned on, — the "agent" boasting of the numbers who
have died under his torturing hand ; Woodhull and Claflin, Geo. Fran
cis Train, John A. Lant, Dr. E. B. Foote, D. M. Bennett, H. L. Bar
ter, Dr. Sara B. Chase, and myself now again assaulted under his in
quisitorial use of Federal law, — the one persistent object being to sup
press books and newspapers expressing liberal, progressive views.
When one steps from out-door, N. Y. life into Comstock's office, 150
Nassau St., he steps from the 19th back to the 10th century, steps
from the civilization of to-day into the barbarism of the dark ages.
In 1694, 189 years ago, England was set free from censors of the press;
50 years before, in 1644, John Milton's great effort for the Liberty of
Unlicensed Printing was published; especially interesting me during
my school days it was the subject of my graduating address on leav
ing the University; now that a second time my liberty and life are im-*
perilled to vindicate the inalienable right of mental freedom, some pas
sages from that famous discourse, especially dear to all English speak
ing nations, are more potent than words of mine : —
Books are not absolutely dead things, but do contain a progeny of life in them to be
as active as that soul was whose progeny they are; nay, they do preserve, as in a vial,

tho purest efficacy and extraction of that living intellect that bred them. As good
almost kill a man as kill a good book; who kills a man kills a reasonable creature, —
God's image; but he who destroys a good book kills reason itself, kills the image of
God. as it were, in tho eye. Many a man lives a burden to the earth; but a good l>ook
is the precious lite-blood of a master-spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to
a life beyond life.
It is true, no age can restore a life whereof, perhaps, there is no
great loss; and revolutions of ages do not oft recover the loss of a rejected truth, for
the want of which whole nations fare the worse. Wo should be wary, therefore, what
persecution we raise ngainst the living labors of public men, how we spill that sea
soned lile of man preserved and stored up in books: since we see a kind of homiside
may bo thus committed, sometimes a martyrdom; and, if it extend to the whole im
pression, a kind of massacre, whereof the execution ends not in the slaying ot an ele
mental life, but strikes at tho ethereal and fifth essence, — tho breath of reason itself;
slays an immortality rather than a life. If we think to regulate printing, thereby to
rectify manners, we must regulate all recreations and pastimes, all that is delightful
to man. No music must be heard, no song be 6et or sung, but What is grave and
There must be licensing dances, that no gesture, motion, or deportment be
doric.
taught our youth, but what by their allowance shall bo thought honest. Those un
written, or at least unconstraining, laws of virtuous education, religious and civil nur
hire', which Plato mentions as the bonds and ligaments of the commonwealth, the pil
lars and the sustainers of every written statute; these they be which will bear chief
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Wherefore
sway in such mutters as these, when all licensing will be easily eluded.
did Gil create passions within us, pleasures round about us, but that these, rightly
This justifies the high providence of
tempered, are the very ingwdients of virtue?
God, who, though he commands us temperance, justice, continence, yet pours out be
fore us, even to a profuseoess, all desirable things, and gives us minds that can wan>Ker
Why should we-then affect a rigor contrary to the manner
beyond limit and satiety.
of God and of nature, by abridging or scanting those means which books freely per
mitted, are both to the trial of virtue and the oxerciso of truth? And though all the
winds of doctrine were'let loose to play upon the earth, so truth be in the field, we do
Let her and false
jnjuriouslyxby licensing and prohibiting to misdoubt her strength.
Whoever knew truth put to ther worst in a free. and open encounter?
hood grapple.
Her confuting is tho best iind surest suppressing. For who knows not that troth is
She needs no policies, nor stratagems, nor licensings
strong, next to the Almighty?
to make her victorious ; those are the shifts and tho delences that error usos against
Give her but room, and do not bind her when she sleeps.
her power.

Yet,

239 years after these sublime admonitions to British rulers,
heeded, indorsed by them 50 years later, — in the year of Christ 1883,
am forced to plead for the right to
not 1644,
circulate honest opin
ions in Massachusetts! Shall 1 plead in vain here in Boston, the
Athens of America, for a right permitted to stirpiculturists in Plato's
Attica, centuries before the Christian Era ?
Republicans at Chica
go, in I860, could leave slavery an open question, agreeing not to as
sail that "sum of all villanies" in South Carolina, cannot the successors
of Lincoln and Seward agree with Butler and Hancock that the right
to ivestigate social evils, to oppose forced impregnation, to resent rape
by syringe advertisements should not be denied under United States
law in 1883 to old anti-slavery Massachusetts? Think, Gentlemen
and your Honor, think of the amazing fact that, arraigned under per
verse interpretation of law infinitely more tyrannical, cruel and savage
than Calhoun and Jackson tried and failed to impose I stand here plead
ing for mental liberty, in the city of Sumner, Andrews and Garrison !
Beaten in argument, slaveholders flew to violence ; quailing before
insurgent Moral Sense, the irresistible Conscience of Northrons which
deified then dethroned Webster, Southrons replied in howling mobs and
Did that save slavery ? Because Comstockians can
red-handed war.
not refute my arguments they try to stifle reason by violence. Con'
cannot
ception, marriage, obscenity, social evils are open questions ;
believe, Gentlemen and your Honor, that, by sanctioning persecution
of Free Lovers, you will concede that marriage will not bear examina
tion. Waiving methods men assured Garrison's right to Free Speech:

I
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Mrs. Mai tineau says when Edward Everett sent a message to the legislature in 1836,
suggesting that a law might be passed in Massachusetts, making it a penal offence to
publish anything against slavery in the South, Wm. Loyd Garrison asked for a hearing
In the midst of thut meeting, tho door opened, and Dr. Chanbefore the legislature.
ning entered the room. As soon as the gentlemen of the legislature saw him, they
arose from their scats, and stepped forward to welcomo him to a place by their side.
But he, gazing around the room, at last saw where Mr. Garrison was seated — the most
hated, despised man in Boston at that time, — going to him, held out his hand, and sat
by his side, to show his sympathy with him. — Rev. James F. Clarke.

Ten years ago Rev. Dr. C. A. Bartol of Boston, the Channing of to
day, stood up for mental liberty in this struggle saying, "If marriage
In this letter he
cannot stand criticism it will fall and ought to fall."
gives me leave to quote him now as utterly opposed to further use of
As with slavery, so with still
this statute to restrict Intelligence.
living evils I work to abolish ; because they fear light they must go.
By peace or unrest, through government or over government, injustice
will be corrected and progress break its way. The eye of the prophet
sees this, his heart feels it bewailing the blindness of rulers who sus
tain wrong at the cost of martyrdom. As ho beheld the Boston of
Judea Jesus exclaimed "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the
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propheta and sternest them that are sent unto thee ! How often would
have gathered thy children together but ye would not.
Behold your
house is left unto you desolate!" And of the proud Jewish theocracy,
and of the intellectual prestige of Greece, and of irresistible Roman
eagles conquering them both, nought remains but the Cross of the
hated Nazarene and Christendom
love old
kneeling towards it!
Massachusetts ; every tree on her borders, every grey rock cropping
up through her thin, unkindly soil ; her churches, too often favoring
tyranny and persecution, yet still temples of ever-living, beneficent
faith ; her seats of learning and libraries, treasure-houses of acquired
knowledge and training schools to seek it; her courts and legislative
assemblies, favoring much that is invasive and cruel, yet exponents of
collective purpose to see the fair thing done; her sanctuaries of art,
philosophy, science and domestic felicity; her intuitive electric brain
prolific of mechanical wit, of literary, speculative and philanthopic
Enterprise ; and her irrepressible Moral Sense which made Boston the
cradle of colonial liberty, the brain of anti-slavery prowess and the nur
sery of grander phases of growth yet in germ! The shadows of per
secution darken her record and the spirit of repression still struggles
for supremacy.
Seeking true rather than pleasant things; following
live in the hope of
Right, lead where it will and cost what it may,

I
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new Moral Order, of revived Intelligence which, not resisting Social
Evolution, will rejoice in its beneficent tendencies. In this field of spir
itual warfare, of moral endeavor we are all judges, all jurors, and all
on trial : —

"Once to every man and nation comes the moment to decide,
the strife of Truth with Falsehood, for the good or evil side ;
Some great cause, God's new Messiah, offering each the bloom or blight,
Parts the goats upon the left hand, and the sheep upon the right,
And the choice goes by forever twixt that darkness and that light.
Then to side with truth is noble when we share her wretched crust;
Ere her cause bring lame and profit, and 'tis prosperous to be just;
Then it is the brave man chooses, while the coward stands aside,
Doubting in his abject spirit, till his Lord is crucified,
And the multitude make virtue of the faith they had denied.
Careless seems the great Avenger; history's pages but record
One death-grapple in the darkness 'twixt old systems and the Word ;
Eight forever on the scaffold, Wrong forever on the throne, —
Yet that scaffold sways the Future, and behind the dim unknown,
Standeth Truth within the shadow, keeping watch above her own."
Mr. Heywood here examined at length the evidence put in by the
government, showing plainly that nothing anywise sufficient to sus
tain its charges had been proved ; that its case rested entirely on the
views of "law" and personal word of the "agent" who was a proved
falsifier in several particulars in this very case; that, after so many
years of professional deception, lying on principle, perjury as a religio-moral "duty," in the words of Mr. Pickering before Commissioner
Hallett, "to suppose Anthony Comstock can tell the truth is a mo,t
violent assumption;" that he "remembers to forget" or forgets to re
member whatever is not likely to convict his victims ; hence his testi
mony cannot possibly be taken as credible by an intelligent, honest
jury. Mr. Heywood then read the following: —

In

Requests to the Judge to Charge the Jury.

1. That, since the Right of Private Judgment inMorals and the included, con
sequent right to utter, print and mail opinions thereon are irrevocably assured
in those clauses of the Federal Constitution which guarantee Freedom of Con
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science and Liberty of the Press, an interpretation of this statute which excludes
opinions from the United States mails, or otheiwise restricts their circulation,
violates the purpose of the frameis of tuis statute and is subversive of the Consti
tution i: self.
2. That since obscenity is a vice rather than a crime, the bad fruit of incon
siderate and vulgar habits ; and since sobrbty, tenipe .ance, chastity are promoted
by the diffusion of knowledge, any interpretation of this statute which hinders
investigation of the causes of social evil or prevents offering remedies therefor, in
directly favors the continuance of immoralities and hence is at war with the best
interests of society.
3. That a citizen cannot lawfully be deprived of his or her liberty, property or
life on fictitious, manufactured testimony.
4. That the so-called evidence against the defendant in this case (excepting
that of Mr. Gregory) was got byfraud,and, is therefore, untrustworthy ; that the
word of the instigator of the alleged offence and m iin witness against the defend
ant therefore cannot alone be taken as proof of criminal act or intent in a citizen
guilty of no overt act against any real person and concerning whom no one even
pretends that he ever invaded the liberty, life or property of other citizens or in
jured them in any way whatsoever.
5. That the instigator of the alleged crime is, both by act and intent an ac
complice therein ; hence on settled principles of Common Law and Sound Moral
ity, he, the said in-tigator and accomplice is the really guilty party to be pun
ished, if any one must suffer pains and penalties— the defendant being allowed to
go his way and mind his own business unmolested.
6. That where words or sentances, which might otherwise be questionable, are
used in good faith in social polemics, philosophical writings, serious argument,
or for any scientific, literary or medical purpose, and are not thrust forward wan
tonly, or for the purpose of exciting lust or disgust they are justified by the ob
ject of their use, and are not ob-cene or indecent within the purpose of the law.
7. That none of the words or sentences used in the Syringe advertisement by
aLd of themselves, are obscene or indecent, that all of said words are well known
andcou.mon words of the English language, may be properly used as such, and
are not wuuin the meaning and purpose of the law unless wantonly and unneces
sarily used so as to offend the sense of decency.
8 That the true character of these words and whether they are obscene or not
must be determined by the manifest intent and purpose of their use in this copy
he Word newspaper, by their comparative use in generally accepted literary,
medical and reformatory works, and by the jury.
9. That the object and purpose of the publishein of The Word in printing the
advertisement, and the intent, purpose and character of the defendant's life, as a
reformer, must be considered before it can be held probable tfiat the words relied
lhat if the general intent and
upon by the prosecution are within the statute,
purpose of the newspaper containing the advertisement were not to make an ob
scene publication the words and sentences objected to do not make it so.
10. That the fact that the advertisement states an opinion? proclaims
a princi
ple which is accepted as true by many intelligent, conscientious and virtuous peo
ple; that preventing conception is widely advocated in medical, scientific and
reformatory works; and that the experience and praciice of married people gen
erally cannot be held to be against such a view must be considered by the jury in
determining whether the passage objected to is obscene and that the manifest in
tent and purpose of inserting the advertisement affords a strong presumption that
it is not an offence under the law.
11. That a'though it may appear certain to the jury that thedoctrines and sen
timents proclaimed by The Word would bo injurious to the community
or de
structive to society , if generally practiced, yet if the advertisement objected to was
inserted in good fiiith to advocate a principle and recent an illegal and irrespon
sible censorship of the press and of morals; that if it was not manifestly designed
to wantonly and unnecessarily offend the sense of decency, excite lust, disgust or
to promote immorality the said advertisement is not within the law.
12. That this statute being in derogation of the Common Law, severely restric
tive of the liberties of citizens and of a highly penal character should be strictly
construed in cases of this kind so as not to violate or subvert the fundamental
guarantees of liberty preserved and potentially authoritative in the Federal Con

off

stitution.
13. That when, in considering this case, doubts and uncertainties
arise as to
the meaning and intention of the publication objected to ; or if there are difficul-

'
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ties in determining what obscenity really is; or if
the definitions of obscenity
which may be given by the Court are of uncertain application,
all reasonable
doubts, uncertainties and difficulties which confront ilie juiy
are to be resolved
by g ving the accused the benefit of them.
14. That whether obscenity be coos.dered as a
question of law or of fact, as a
quastion of morals it is wholly beyond the constitutional
power of Congress to
determine; that in-so-far as this statute is interpreted to
deny the Natural
Right of women to have a voice in maternity ; or to forbid them
the use of their
own reason and conscience, in these delicate and impsratively
serious matters,
the statute thereby is made to favor forcible
impregnation, -eduction, rape ; that
its enforcement ou the defendant in this case viol ues
every accep ed principle ot
civil, moral and religious liberty and is an outrage on Hum n
Nature it-elf.
15. That the jury are the final
judges of the law and the fact in this case and
that the definitions and rulings given by the Court are not
conclusive upon them.
16. The questions relating to the advertisement in
Tub Word are covered by
thiJ summary : Did the defendant on t e testimony
that piper in the
mail within the jurisdiction of this District? Is that deposit
advertisement
within the
of
the statute?
prohibition
17. This advertisement does not come within the
purview of the statute.
18. The "notice of any kind" named in the
statute most clearly be some
"notice" distinguishable from and differing Iro.n an ''advertisement"
lor the rea
son that "advertisement" is previously named in the terms of the
statute.
is
19. There
no complaint for mailing a paper containing
any advertisement
relating to the aforesaid articles or things.
20.
Under this statute the burden is upon the government,
when charging the
"conception" phase of offence, to charge and to prove that the
"article or thing"
is in fact designed and intended for the prevention of
conception,
(a) The ad
vertisement is no proof of this, not even pri iia facie or
presumptive.
(A) There
has been no testimony whatever on this poiat.
(c) Inspection of the Syringe
shows that it is no more than an instvume,it of cleanliness.
21. the jury cannot rightfully presume that ihe syringe
was advertised to be
used for an illegal purpose, if it was also capable of
being used for a legal pur
pose of health and cleanliness.
If in doubt on this point, they must give the de
fendant the benefit of the doubt.
22. The advertisement in October Word is not within
the purview of the stat
ute inhibiting as non-mailable by reason of the statutory prohibition.
23. If Edwards and Mattocks were fictitious and not real
persons, the docu
ments addressed to such names with no persons behind
the names are not within
the statute.
The whole tenor ot the statute demonstrates that it is a
real and not
fictitious person to wh >m the mail matter must be addressed
and sought to be
communicated
with; "for mailing or delivery" implies that the
in the name addressed is a real personality, and not merely the person addressed
shadow of a name,
who may be corrupted and may open the communication.
24. It is the right of a woman to prevent conception, and
any advertisement of
innocent means of prevention is lawful and not within the
statutory prohibition.
25. The transaction, to be within the statute, must be a real
and notafictitious
transaction. It is only thoss who misuse the mails in the
ordinary course of
mailing transactions that come within the provision of the statutes.
Mattocks
'was not a real person, and the package passed through the
mail asa part of Comstock's scheme, it is not within the statute.
20. To bring an accused party within the statute the
burden is up»n the gov
ernment to prove beyond reasonable doubt : (a) That the
packages addressed to
Edwards and Mattocks were non-mailable, (b) that the
defendant
deposited
them in the mail within the District of Massachusetts.
27. If Anthony Comstock knowingly took these packages
from the
purpose, not of concealing and destroying, but of circulating the mail for the
guilty of one phase of the crime prohibited by this statute. It is same, he is
no answer to
urge that hi did this to detect alleged crime. He is within its
words,
and had
no right to use the statute for any such purpose.
28. The third count contains no sufficient
description of the
make The Word containing it a competent piece of testimony foradvertisement to
the considera
tion of the jury.
29. This count, which does not claim or allege
obscenity, should set forth the
advertisement in full and exact words.
30. Because this is not done the jury should disregard
entirely this count.
31. Both the third and the fourth counts are unsustained
by the testimony

If
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offered, and there is a fatal variance, inasmuch as the government alleges not
"where" or "of whom" the syringe could be obtained, but "how" and "by what
means." The advertisement shows "wliere" and "of whom," but not "how"
and "by what means'' the syringe could be obtained.
32. Ihese phrases as u»ed in the statute have, and were designed to have, dif
ferent and not the same meaning, and the government, having elected one set of
phrase-, is bound by them and limited by them.
33. The fourth count does not properly or sufficiently purport to set forth the
words of the advertisement inasmuch as it avers that the advertisement began as
follows, etc.
34. It is no answer to this that the whole advertisement is in reality set out.
35. The allegations as to the same page and the same column, etc., in the
fourth count are descriptive of the offence and mu-t be proved as alleged.
all the documents inculpated were mailed in the Bame package and at
36one time, it was all one offence and cannot be charged and tried as three distinct
offences.
37. The government must prove that October Word was deposited by the de
fendant in the post office at Princeton, for passage through the mail and carried
in the mail and duly delivered by maii process at Nyack. Any doubt or failure
of proof on these essential elements of the government's case entitle the defend
ant to an acquittal.*

if

I
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Mr. Hey wood then concluded his address as follows : —
Whether it be right
Gentlemen, your Honor, 1 am in your power.
in the sight of Truth to obey Truth rather than the wicked perversion
of a well-meant statute judge Ye. Read by alias-decoy eyes its letter
killeth Liberty, rekindling fires of Spanish-Inquisition in these States ;
read in the purpose of just men, — Butler.Iloar, Banks and Garfield who
its spirit does not favor persecution. What harm in
voted for
On board the "Speedwell" about
than yesterday
wiser
to-day
being
to sail from Delft-Haven in Holland, July 1620, their old minister
John Robinson said to our lorefathers and mothers, the Pilgrims —
charge you, before God and his blessed angels, that you follow me no further
than you have seen me follow the Lord Jesus Christ. The Lord has more truth
yet to break out of his holy word.
In this "lawless science of our laws, this maze of precedents, this
wilderness of single incidents" called government there will be quite
we put aside all
enough retrogressive, superstitious irrationalism
You, Gentlemen, come direct from the enmasse
apparent tyranny.
people who hear Truth gladly; in whom "a few strong instincts and
few plain rules" achieve "more for mankind than all the pride of in
took five centuries of athletic
Erskine said
tellect and thought."
nerve and martyr agony to put twelve men in the jury box; when
Giddings and Hale succeeded in putting twelve honest men between
Southrons and their fleeing chattels there was not much left of the
Fugitive Slave Bill. When citizens know themselves physically,as well
realize the pregnant issues involved in this
as mentally and morally
Sex Question; see that not my rights only are assailed but your rights,
the right of your ch Idren and of your children 'schildren to have quick
to save the very Soul of Rational
souls in sound bodies; see that
Being that again imperil my liberty and my life, you will not doubt
my innocence of the charges alleged in this indictment, and say to the
There are oc
much aliased "agent," "Be no more officer of ours."
casions which, taken at the flood, tide nations towards larger, nobler
life; occasions when "as alone we are born, alone we die and alone
* Of these "requests" Mr. II. wrote 14, A. E. Giles one, and Geo. W. Searle
also indebted to the
Esq. the last 22— copied by Benj. R. Tucker; Mr. H.
Messrs. Wakcman in the Bennett case to J. P. Pickering and Geo. W. Park in,
their able and devoted defense of him, Jan. 1878; ana to Messrs. Pickering,
W. Stillman Esq. in this case.
Searle, Cobb and
is

;
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we go up to judgment," when one man, alone in Truth, strong in what
he knows to be right, voicing the Higher Law of morals, scores a
mark for Progress which is a beacon light of inspiration to all weaker
mortals! Your Honor, chosen to the seat of reason, with eye quick
to see subtle falsities, as well as plain equities; with ear attuned to the
indwelling harmony of things; guided by Natural Justice which was
before governments and will survive them, in that judicious use of
power assured by intelligence and character, — will render such deci
sions as the Heart of Commonwealth
inspires. Hitherto under this
statute Free Lovers and Free Thinkers selected by his alias "agency"
to be "stamped out," we, negroes ofto-day, have had few rights which
Sad indeed is it that hitherto Lib
obscenists were bound to respect.
erty has come mainly through martyrdom; that "by the light of burn
ing heretics" we track the bleeding feet of Progress, — civilization
advancing from prison to prison, from gibbet to gibbet, from stake to
But there are instances where official power becomes liberat
stake.
ing Providence, as when Judge Harrington of Vermont said to a slavehunter "Show me a receipted bill of sale from God Almighty and you
may have this man;" as when Lord Mansfield's ruling made every
human foot free that stept on English soil ; as when myriads of Rus
sian serfs were liberated by Alexander IPs potent Word which was
echoed in the stroke of Lincoln's pen that freed lour million slaves
The prosecutions under this statute since Nov. 2, 1872, not
here.
only disgrace the noble word, "Law" and make government the syno
nym of contempt, but record a page in history which will burn and
I have no fears that this
blacken, before all eyes, as time advances!
mediaeval barbarism now rioting here under the forms of law will re
verse fundamental guarantees of Liberty constitutioned in these States.
True, Comstockism is a loathsome, deadly, secret disease ; but per
haps your Honor is to medicine it and you, Gentlemen, are the bearers
to carry out its compost remains; perhaps the time has come when a
Judge of "the quick and the dead" and Jurymen strong in natural,
health and self-respect will say to this contagious infection "Thus far
Be that as it may, my effort to vindicate Citizen
but no further!"
Right, agiinst lecherous, murderous assault, thus far is done, and I
Intrenched behind our
have no word to unsay, or step to retrace.
Massachusetts Bill of Rights and the Federal Constitution ; behind the
Declaration of Independence and Plymouth Rock; behind Lincoln's
and Alexander's emancipation decrees and Magna Charta; behind the
Protestant Reformation, Christianity and every other utterance of the
Infinite Word, — I say with Luther before the Diet at Worms
neither care nor dare retract anything; it is neither right or safe to do
Here I take my stand ; I can do no other
so against Conscience.
wise." You, Gentlemen, and your Honor, will also obey your sense
of right. The adverse verdict, five years ago, ruined my business,
broke up my home, turned my family, penniless on the street, took
my liberty and, well-nigh, my life; caged in tomb 52 of Dcdham Hell,
with clipped head and in felon's uniform, my physical vitality slowly
but irrevocably breaking under the torturing rigors of even a liberal
Jail, — as the days, weeks, months wore heavily on and sympathetic,
indignaut, throbbing hearts, in many States, echoed my protest, these
precious children in their temporary, charitably-provided abode, again,
again and again asked "Mamma, why does not Papa come home?"
" Why does Papa not come home?" Gentlemen, shall I go home?
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Freed from tlie vindictive clutch of a foreign spy shall I once more
be allowed to mind my own business?
Liberty, home and loved ones
whose wants it is religion to supply, whose society it is heaven to
But what shall it profit one to have
share — are indeed dear to me.
freedom himself if others sink under the pestilential breath of repress
ion ? If the "agent's" will must longer be law in State and gospel in
Church ; if with your aid he again slave-pens me in a prison-vault to
wait and waste away, in my narrow home of iron and granite until
the rude corpse-box bears back this body-torm to my bereaved family,
even then the ultimate result will be worth to the world all it costs
me and mine ; weak things will confound the mighty; others and still
others with increasing, invincible numbers will rise in my tracks, and
the good fight of faith will go on, until freedom to acquire and impart
knowledge on all subjects of human interest, the right to have, print
and mail honest opinions is assured wherever the Federal-Union flag
floats.
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Mr. Almy's closing address to the jury was reported by Wm. B.
Wright, stenographer, who, unfortunately, lost his notes ; we requested
Mr. Almy to write it out for insertion here but he "does not wish to
As to the mischievous character and effect of this prosecution a more ill-ad
vised and injudicious proceeding was never brought into a court of'justice. Here
is a book which has been published now for more than forty years, which appears
never to have got into general circulation, to any practical extent, and which, by
this injudicious proceeding, has Ween resususcitated to the extent of thousands of
copies. — The Lord Chief Justice in the Bradlauyh- Bcsant case.
Recognizing the right of every American citizen to express his views upon mar
riage and divorce, as upon all other subjects, and that every man has a right to
buy, sell or read the same I propose hereafter to sell the pamphlet to every per
will hand tham to the purchaser or send them by
son who wishes a copy of it.
mail or express as desired.
do this by virtue of the rights of an American citi
For every one who falls for selling
zen.
go to prison for it to prison it is.
Cupid's Yokes ten will rise in his place to sell more. — D. M. Bennett in Truth
Truth Serker, Sept. 7, 1878.
Judge Banedict's definitions were so broad and uncertain that they might be
u=ed to condemn a very large, perhaps the larger part of the literature of the
country as well as the isolated passages picked out of Cupid's Yokes.
say iso
lated passages for the court did not allow the whole book to come in evidence
before us although we each had a copy of it in the jury room.
felt and still
feel that those definitions carry the statute much further than Congress ever in
wished to maintain the
tended, or a fair application of it would warrant.
right of the author, Mr. Ileywood, and of those who agree with him to differ
from me. . . Had the jurors been left to construe and apply the statute Mr. Ben
nett would never have been convicted. — Juror, A. A. Valentine
Bennett case.
Common Law decisions declare that peace includes good order and govern
it bo an act against
ment ; it may be broken without an actual force, to wit :
the constitution or civil government; if it he an act against religion ; if it De an
act against morality ; the question of obscenity of publication is for the jury.
accord to every man the fullest scope for his views and convictions, — in a decent
or lawful manner or not at all. . . Infidels, as represented by the National Liberal
League, are opposed to the Lord God Almighty maker of us all ; to Jesus Christ
the only son of God, the Savior of mankind, the sinner's best friend and the way
of eternal life ; to the word of God and all the precious promises therein contained
and to the ordinances and commandments of God made for the elevation of man
kind designed to advance the highest interest of the human soul ; to laws and
their proper enforcement ; to moral purity ; to the Christian Sabbath ; to the sin
ner's using common sense, being on the safe side, repenting of sin, believing in
Jesus Christ and >hus making sure of his eternal salvation. . .
have arrested
over four hundred of these creatures. . . Then came the answer to prayer, vindi
cation, light and joy, positive proof that it is better to trust God than put confi
dence in men. . . By the Grace of the Everliving God the Liberal's demand shall
not be allowed. — Anthony Comstockin "Frauds Exposed."
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repeat any part of his addresses;" the speech was a concise statement
of the government's case, followed by an earnest appeal to the jury to
"protect" public and private "morals" by the suppression of such
His ideas of "law" echo
odious publications as the indicted Word.
what the "agent" so long gave to U. S. Courts, and his "respect" for
juries did not suein to include even one among the twelve gentl man
ideas of Justice
before him who possibly might have clear-visionod
Then followed
and resolute personality incarnating them.

Judge Nelson's Charge
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to the

Jury,

Foreman and Gentlemen of the Jury :— In the first two counts»of this
indictment, the defendant is charged with having deposited in the mails of the
United States certain obscene hooks and publications. There is no evidence
before you in support of these two counts : and whatever your verdict may be on
the other counts, it will be your duty on the two first counts to return a verdict
of not guilty. The defendant has been arraigned upon them and the Govern
ment has failed to sustain them by proper evidence; therefore the defendant has
a right to he acquitted on the two first counts of this indictment.
The indictment contains four counts in all, and only the two last, which are
The statute of
substantially for the same ofiensc, are for your consideration.
the United States provides that certain articles shall not he transported by mail,
and among those articles is any "article or thing designed or intended for the pre
" and the law further declares that any advertisement of
vention of conception ;
such an article is non-mailable matter, and it imposes a penalty upon any person
who knowingly deposits, "or causes to be deposited'' in the U. S. mail an ad
vertisement of "where, or how, or of whom, or by what means" any such article
can be obtained.
The defendant here is charged in the last two counts of the in
dictment with having sent such an advertisement through the mail. In support
of tlii ~ charge the Government has introduced evidence of this character :— In the
first place, Mr. Comstock was called as a witness and be has testified that on a
certain day of Sept., last year, he sent a letter through the mail to the defendant
at Princeton, signed by the name of some person other than its author, — what is
generally kr own us a decoy letter — enclosing a subscription to a newspaper pub
lished in Princeton, cal.ed The 'Word.
Indue course of mail a copy of The Word
came back to him through the mail. It further appears by the testimony of the
postmaster in Princeton that such a letter as Mr. Comstock describes arrived
there and was delivered to Mr. Heywood and a receipt therefor was signed by
him, as the letter was a registered letter, and was returned to Comstock.
So far
there is evidence going to prove that the defendant was expected to send back
these documents and that the defendant had received the letter of Comstock enclos
ing a subscription to the new-paper published in Princeton. It further arpears
that though the envelope which enclosed the paper sent to Comstock bears no
still according to the testimony of Mr Gregory, it is addressed in the
Eostmark,
Now the Government is bound to prove to your
and-writing of the defendant.
satisfaction, with such clearness that no reasonable doubt shall remain in your
minds, that this matter mentioned in the indictment was deposited directly or
indirectly in the post office at Princeto i in the manner which the testimony be
fore you tends to prove it was deposited, — that is, it must be shown to your satis
faction, beyond reasonable doubt, that this paper was in point of fact deposited
by Heywood, or by his agent. It would not be sufficient to constitute this offense
if he turned the subscription over to the Co-operative Publishing Company and
that they, cr som'^ agent of theirs other than Mr. Heywood, himself, did this.
The offense cannot be committed except by the defendant's direct act, either by
the direct deposit of the objectionable matter in the mail by him or under his
express direction ; the Government is bound, therefore, to prove clearly that this
particular paper upon which it relies to support the indictment, — and is set forth
in the third and fourth counts — was actually deposited in the post-office at Prince
ton by Heywood himself, or by some person acting directly under his orders.
Nothing less than that would constitute the offense charged in tbis indictment.
And if this subscription was received by Heywood and turned over by him to
other parties, and they and not he, put the paper into the post-office, then the
case ha* not been proven.
It must further appear that the existence of this advertisement, supposing
that the Government lias made out that he deposited the paper in the pott-office,

Mr.
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must have been known to him, — that he did it knowing that it contained this
advertisement.
If he did not know that the paper contained the objectionable
advertisement, then the Government has failed in proving that knowledge on the
pin t of the defendant in doing the act which is essential to tie offence ; and
though he may hav out the paper into the post-office, if he did it without know
ledge that this advertisement was in the paper, then he is entitled to avcidict of
acquittal. The Government must further prove that what it calls, in the indict
ment, an advertisement, is in fact an advertisement.
The words of the statute are :
"Every written or printed card, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement or notice
of any kind, giving information directly or indirectly , where or how, or of whom,
or by what means any ot the hereinbefore mentioned matter, article or things
may be obtained or made." It is a question whether what is claimed to be an
a:,d whither
advertisement, on the part of the Government, is nn advertisement,
it is within that definition is solely for the consideration of the jury. You hav
before ^you the newspaper containing what is called an adverti ement, and the
definition of the statute.
The Government must further prove fiat the article
advertised is an article "designed or intended to prevent conception."
That
is a material allegation in the indictment ; that is a question of fact for ycur con
sideration. The defendant has put into the case an article which is called the
"Comstock syringe."
Now. whatever the words of the advertisement may mean,
unless the article advertised is designed or intended for this particular purpose,
the charge has not been proved.
The Government must prove this to your satis
faction ; otherwise the indictment fails. The advertisement and the in trument
itself are in the case. If you think in regard to any of these questions there is
resonable doubt, then the defendant shouffl hav the benefit of the doubt and is
entitled to an acquittal.
Then again, you must remember the purpose for which this statute was enact
ed. It is not designed or intended to prohibit the publication of obscene matter ;
its object is the prohibition and prevention of the circulation of such matter
through the mails, a subject over which Congress has supervision. The publica
tion of this newspaper containing the advertisement is not the offense we are
trying here. As far asany act of Congress is concerned that is of no consequence ;
we hav only to deal with the character of the matter circulated through the mails,
as to whether the paper complained of contained an objectionable
advertiscmcrt
and passed through the mails. You must not confound the alleged fact that this
newspaper was published by Ilcywood as having anything to do with this case,
is whether or
because it has nothing whatever to do with it. The sole question
not he actually deposited, or caused to be deposited, a newspaper containing an
Then
unlawful advertisement, as alleged in the indictment, in the h . S. Mail
again, it is entirely unimportant what sentiments the defendant may entertain
on various subjects.
They may or may not be delusions, — that is not a mutter
we are to judge or pass upon.
You are to treat the caue precisely as you would
treat thecase of a clerk employed by him at Princeton, who has knowingly depos
ited in the U. S. mail an objectionable advertisement.
The views of the man on
these subjects are not of the slightest importance.
You are to consider whet' er
the Government has proved beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant deposited
in the mail at Princeton, and not elsewhere, an advertisement such as is alleged in
the indictment, and whether or not the article which is advertised cou.es within
the meaning of the statute; that is, "an article or thing designed for the preven
It appears that
tion of conception." These are the facts you hav topa«supon.
if this newspaper was sent through the mail by Ileywood, at all, it was sent in
'I hat fact does not
response to a decoy letter addressed to him by Mr. Comstock.
constitute Comstock an accomplice with Ileywood in thecommission of the offense:
It is
still it is a fact which you may consider in weighing Comstock 's testimony.
in one sense a species of deception, but one that is permitted for the purpose of the
detection of crime.
In weighing this man's testimony, you must judge him from
his appearance, the occupation of his life, the manner in which he says he procured
this newspaper from Ileywood, and (rom the story which he tells. The credence
which is to be given to him as a witness is wholly for your consideration.
As the case of the Government depends almost wholly upon his testimony, if
you hav substantial doubts as to his truthfulness, the defendant is entitled to the
Your duty
benefit of such doubts and you should return a verdict of not guilty.
in respect to the first two counts of the indictment will he to return a verdict of
not guilty.
Your verdict in the two last counts will be guilty or not guilt v, as
you may find that the charges contained in them hav or hav not been clearly
You will now retire to consider your verdict.
proved.
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October Woed, the wrapper containing it and the Comstock Syr
inge went out with the jury as "evidence ;" we were credibly informed
that the jury were a unit for acquittal from the first, not a man favor
ing conviction; but it was near 1 o'clock P. M.; if they did not decide
at once the government must give them dinner; so in order not to
seem hasty, in so grave a matter, and also to enjoy one more good
meal at public expense it appeared advisable not to agree till after
food and grace ! About three o'clock they filed in, under escort of a
deputy marshal, and announced their verdict, "Not Guilty" which
was received with manifest delight by the large audience which had
stood by Liberty assailed during the' nearly three days trial. Having
been discharged by Clerk Bassett Mr. Heywood retired with the peo
ple. Meeting Foreman Cole, the old farmer of Sutton, on the street,
Mr. H. was about to thank him for his service to Citizen Right; Mr.
Cole replied, "You are under no obligation to me, I simply did what I
felt to be right;" others of the jurymen in decisive words showed sim
ilar soul-power to rise above legal quibbles when their manhood was
Mr. Hey wood's address occupied four and one-half hours
appealed to.
and was listened to with unabated interest to the close.
Judge Nel
son's charge, reported by Mr. Wright and revised by himself, reveals
intuitive rectitude which guided his action throughout. As items of
historic interest we insert here portions of the evidence : —
TESTIMONY OF HENRY CHASE.
Q. (By Mr. Heywood. ) Do you remember when you called at Science Hall to in
terview me last May that I gave you a special invitation to remain and address the
Convention?
A. Yes. Q. And said we would withdraw our own speakers to allow
you to do so? A. Yes, sir.
Q. Yon are agent of the N. E. Society lor Suppression of
A. I am. Q. Did you see or hear anything in the Free Love Convention
Vice?
when you called which seemed to you immoral?
A. No sir. Q. Was there anything
in my own words or manner indicating obscenity to you? A. Nothing.

TESTIMONY

OF MR. H. M. FISHER, OF FISHERVILLE N. H.

Q. Are you an old-line reformer? A. An old-line abolitionist and reformer.
Q.
You fcre interested in these later movements, especialy free-love? A. I am interested
for freedom lor everybody to express their opinions and maintain them; I want to
hear everybody and uphold everybody in the right of expression.
Q. You believe in
A. 1 certainly do. Q. Any one differing
Comstock having the right ol his opinion?
from you has the right to maintain that difference? A. I believe that, Q. How long
have you known me? A. I guess it may bo ten years. Q. Did you ever see anything
tending to obscenity or indecency in my character or conduct? A. I have never seen
A. Some
anything ot the kind.
Q. You have attended the conventions in Boston?
of them. Q. Did you ever hear anything lewd or indecent from my lips? A. No,
never.
Q. Can you tell us what is the tendency of these free-love publications and
(Otjected to and excluded )
conventions to the matter of obscenit v and morality?
TESTIMONY OF E. S. TOBEY.
Mr. Heywood. —Mr. E. S. Tobey, post muster of Boston. Your Honor, Mr. Tobey
was requested to come here this morning especially in connection with the matter of
"Leaves of Grass," the Postmaster-General having ruled lost summer that the book
was mailable, and, also, I may say for another reason: To my amazement I recently
learned that the agent of the New England Society for the suppression of Vice, a branch
I presume of the New York societyot the same name, has gone so fur as to visit book
sellers in Boston without legal authority and order them to discontinue the sale ot cer
I desire now to qu stion
tain works that his society does not happen to understand
Mr. Tobey briefly on that point. Q. Are you a member of the New England Society
for the Suppression of Vice? A. I believe I am, sir. Q. Do you know anything of its
purpose in the suppression ol these publications? I will ask first where that society
holds its meetings? A. In the city of Boston.
Q. At what place? A. I don't know
as they have had more than one meeting.
Q. Does it not meet at the Young Men's
Christian Association rooms? (Objected to and excluded.)

OF MRS. LUCY N. COLEMAN.
Your residence is where? A, At Syracuse, N. Y. Q. Were
you connected with the old Garrisonian movement? A. I was. Q. One of its lec
turers? A. Y'es Sir. Q. One of the supporters ot the Anti-slavery Standard in New
York? A. I was. Q. And of Garrison's Liberator in Boston? A. I was. Q. In re
gard to my connection with these later reforms, I take it you differ from me on many
points? A. I think somewhat, sir ; 1 cannot.presume to say what we all think.
Q.
Yet you believe in the right of persons holding opinions different from your own? A.
TESTIMONY

Q.

(By Mr. Heywood.)
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do not nee sir how there is any right or wrong about it; we disbelieve what there is
no force of evidence to show. 1 se.o no right or wrong in any opinion I believe in peo
ple's being protected in their ripht to their opinions.
Q. As to the ngbt of woman to
prevent conception?
Q. As to ray motive in connec
(This question was excluded.)
tion with the Free Love movement, — did you ever know me to intentionally favor
any immoral principle or tendency? A. I never did. Q. Do you remember whether
the same epithets were used in regard to Garrison as are now used toward t he labor re
A. Just the same. Q, As to the relationoi this movement
formers ami Free Lovers?
to the Woman's Rights question, do you understand that this is simply a later devel
opment of the Woman's rights and anti-slavery movements? A. I think so. Q. And
a strictly moral and religious movement? A. Yes.
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TESTIMONY

OF JOSEPH P. SHEAFE OF MELROSE.

Have you ever been at Princeton?
A. Yes. Q. When?
Q. (By Mr. Heywood)
A. Last summer. Q. Was there a convention there at the time? A. There was. Q.
Where did you stop?
A. I stopped at Mr. Heywood's house. Q. How long? A. I
was there three or four days during the convention.
Q. Seo anything obscene or im
moral there? A. I saw there a nice harmonious home; everything was nice and well
an anged, I saw nothing out of the way in any shape. Q. Any statement from ray
A. I did not hear or see anything of the
neighbors ubout obscenity or immorality?
kind.
Q. You have attended the conventions in Boston? A. Yes sir. Q. Yon have
A. Many of them. Q. You have read The Word?
read tho Princeton publications?
A. Yes sir, regularly. Q. You have seen somo things in it that you did not agree
with? A. Yes sir.
Q. Did you ever discover anything that, so far as the purpose of
the publication went, favored obscenity or indecency? A. 1 don't think I saw anything
I have not always agreed with what 'I have
tending to demoralize or injure anyone.
seen iu The Word.
Q. You understand that the writers iu ThejWord ate responsi
ble simply for their own opinions and that tho editor never endorses the opinions of
other persons unless he says so? A. I always understood thnt to be the fact. Every
one is responsible for what he writes iu the paper or says in the Conventions.
Q.
A. As long
People are responsible lor what their name is signed to and nothing else?
as I have been acquainted witli the conventions I have been an earnest opponent of
yours and of the doctrine preached at t hose'conventions although I have more recent
ly found that I understood and knew tho matter a little better. I have not felt the
strong bitterness of hostility to it that I formerly did. I think /some five or six years
ago it seemed to bo my business to oppose you and your doctrine and all those that
preached it. It seemed to he my work as far as 1 had any theie; and let mo say I was
astonished beyond measure that so good people and that so good a man, as I know Mr.
Heywood to be, preached such bad doctrine#us lie did, and 1 havetalwnys fought the
doctrine while I havo given the right hand ot fellowship to Mr, Heywood and I found
him to be a remarkably pure, goo,l, liberal and free-minded man. And of his house
when I was at Princeton I can say 1 never saw a more harmonious, beautiful home
than it. Everything was neat, pleasant,;ngreeable and above-board. I could notspeak
too highly of Mr. Heywood a::d his family. Q. In regard to the character of our work
as to doing things "on the sly," and in secret when in Boston, using other people's
names and so od? A. 1 do not think you could do it that way. You aie your own
worst enemy and preach more than you mean, I think, all the time, I know Jail well
you speak c penly.
Q. In regard to tho discussion on the platform, are our opponents
always welcome to show wherein wo are wrong? A. I do not think you would shut
off any one; till are welcome. Q. Whether Comstock would be us we. come if lie came
into the conventions as anybody else? A. I think anybody would bo welcome and
any doctrine and any c pposition would be welcome there. I fought you year by year
and yet am as welcome to-day as at the outset.

Feb. -Mar., '82, obscenists coerced Osgood & Co. into cowardly sub
mission to their lascivious censorship, designating 24 passages in
Leaves of Grass which, backed by L>ist. Att'y Stevens' threat, they
ordered expunged, before the book would again be allowed sale in Bos
ton! Here is the venerable poet's unterrified, manly reply:—

Camden, N. J., May 'AM, 1882.
It. Osgood & Co.: Dear Sirs; Yours of 21st received, with the curious list, (I
suppose of course from the District Attorney), ot "suggestions," lines, pages, pieces,
The list, whole and several, is rejected by ine, and will not
etc., to be "expunged."
bo thought of under any circumstances.
Walt Whitman.
Respectfully,

J.

May 28-9, by special appointment, Dr. J. II. Swain publicly, as scrip
read to three sessions of the N. E. Free-Lovc-League
Convention tho two "ohscene" poems which appeared in Aug. Word
and on the "indicted" Word Extra ; this was unanimously adopted:

ture-lessons,

Resolved: — That effort to suppress Walt Whitman's Poems for their alleged ob
scenity, because officious exponents of "law and order" lack wit to understand thein,
shows the continued, lascivious stupidity voiced by pulpits and courts, the religio-political lewdness still mistaken for culture and purity; that, while now as heretofore

FREE SPEECH.
it'

seeking immediate and unconditional repeal of all statutes, sta^e or national, restrict
not the posh ivo duly
ing freedom of press or mails, we proclaim it the natural right
ol citizens to circulate the prohibited products of Thought or Art which impertinent
censors of morals condemn.

Timely

defiance appeared in successive
Leaves of GttABS. — A new edition, reprinted
alteration or emendation, of the book which Ralph
hailed as "the most extraordinary piece of wit and

issues

of Liberty: — -

trom the OsgoodV pint es without
Waldo Emerson, during his life,
wisdom that America has
con
tributed," and which, alter his death, was suppiessed as "obscene'' by the authorities
of Massachusetts at the instigation ot the Society for the Suppression of Vice. Price,
Sent, post-paid, on receipt- ot price. Address:
B£KJ. B, TCCKEU, Box 336G,
$2.
lioston, Mass.
To OLIVER Stevens, District Attorney cf Suffolk County; Georgo Marston, Attor
ney-General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; E S. Tobny, Postmaster of Bos
ton Anthony Corns tuck, Secretary und General Agent of the Society for the Suppres
may concern:
You are here
sion ot Vice; and all other enemies of Liberty whom
by distinctly notified — all ol you in general, and you, Oliver Stevens, in particular —
that
have in my possession, and do now offer for sale, coph of the work advertised
If you, or any one ot you, believe, or affect to believe, that, in so doing, am
above.
committing an unlawful act, you are invited t:> test the question whether twelve men,
fairly chosen by lot, can be found in Massachusetts sufficiently bigoted, or intolerant,
or hypocritical, to share with you, or pretend to sha'e with \on, such belief, or affec
tation ol belief. And, to avoid unnecessary trouble and make the evidence ot sale in
offer, on receipt Iroin any one of you of an order for a copy of the work,
disputable,
to deliver a copy to you in my own person, at such place in Boston as you may desig
nate, and take payment therefor.
Yours, disrespectfully,
BEN J. It. Tucker.

1

Though all supposed the battle over, contrary to the old maxim that
lightening never repeatedly strikes one object, bigot wrath again
flashed on Mr. Heywood, May 23d, when Dcp Sheriff Chas. N. Hair,
took him suddenly from home on this Bench Warrant: —
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

A

;

;

is

;

it

it

is

;

it

a

is

;

T

Worcester S. S. To the Sheriff of our County of Worcester, or his Deputy, Greeting:
We command you, that, immediately, without delay, you take the Body of Ezra H.
Heywood of Princeton, in said county of Worcester, (it he be found within your pre
cinct) and him safely keep, so that you have hint forthwith before our Justices of The
Superior Court now hoi den at Worcester, on the second Monday of May, A. D. 1883,
then and there, in our said Court to answer US upon an Indictment iounO against
Aim for distributing a certain printed paper containing obscene language manifestly
tending to the corruption ot youth, at Worcester in said County, on the first day of
February, A. D. 1883, set forth in said indictment.
Hereof Fail Not to make retnm of this Writ with the doings hereon. Witness
Lincoln F. Brigham ESQdiEK at Worcester the eighteenth day of May in the year of
Harlow, Asst. Clerk.
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -three. Win.
liable by Muss. General
Held for trial in $1,000 bail, H. II. Bigelow surety
Statutes, Chap. 207, bee. 15, to five years in states-prison
and §1,000 fine, Mr.
alleged distributing one of series of "Leaflet Literature'' pub
H.'s ''offence
lished by Angela T. iieywood which appeared in Jan. Word Y. L. 11, as "The
she reseats Comstock's repeated assaults on
'Woman's View of It — No. 1;" in
her family and woman universally, in his effort to supervise conception, force im
that
she opposes rape!
legitimate, neces
pregnation by act of Congress
was specifically, entirely unintrusive
sary, all-wise proper part of the defence
in face of the public by a third raid on Right
until savage purists flared
post
still pending. Duncedif not damned,
poned four times the case (May 13, '84)
by perverse frenzy to mind other people's business, church-state villiany still in
vades Civil Right and duty to acquire and impart knowledge; in behalf of Per
sonal Liberty and moral obligation; to assure religious growtn,aestbetic Sobriety,
mental vigor and Spiritual Rectitude we demand immediate, unconditional Repeal
of all state and national "obscenity laws," and welcome co-operation from alert
Intelligence to annihilate the infamous Censorship of the Press by which licen
tious, rioting ecclesiasticism now assails intuitke purity and Moral Order in
Thank,* to all .. ho have helped win points in this struggle for
these States.
but while some languish in dun
Rights worth prisons and scaffolds to vindicate
while savage "stat
geons and others are threatened with torture for their Faith
utes" hold nations under a reign of terror, out-cry becomes us better than exul
tation
'Whatever "cultured" cowards, "scientific" tyraunists, slave or "free"
religionists may say to the contrary, extinction of restrictive hindrance to Enter
prise the watch-word of Progress, and liberating tendencies of irresistible
Evolution, transcending stealthy usurpation hostile to human well-being, move
all intelligent Citizens to earnest, decisive Action.
is
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EVOLUTION, REVOLUTION.

FREE LABOR, FREE LOVE, ANTI-DEATH AND TAXES.-VsmtT.

Rent, Marriage, War, Deatn

and Taxes, being in conflict with the Nature of
Things, must pass away. Prove all things and hold fast that which is good.
Know yourself and judge for yourself what is right and best in life. Seek Truth,
and work out your own Salvation, incarnating Equity, cost what it may.
USURY — The Giant Sin of the Age. The Source of Poverty and Degradation.
By Edward Palmer. 15 cents.
YOUUS OR MINE: Explaining tho True Basis of Property and the Causes of its Ine
By E. II. Heywood. 15 cents.
Fortieth Thousand.
quitable Distribution.
MUTUAL BANKING: Showing how to organize Credit, secure Honest Money, and
By Wm. B. Greene. 25 cents.
Sixth Thousand.
abolish Usury.
THE LAW OF POPULATION; Its Consequences and its Bearing upon Human Con.
duct and Morals.
By Annie Besant. Authorized American from the 25th thousand,
English Edition.

50 cents.

AN OPEN LETTER TO JESUS CHRIST.

pliemy and obscenity " by Anthony Comstock.
not vet answered. 5 cents.

By D. M. Bennett, indicted for " bias,
A witty, suggestive, and sensible epistle
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FROM GENERATION TO REGENERATION.
A Plain Guide to Naturalism, by Lois
Waishrooker; Ah original, suggestive effort to disclose the Elixer of Life; showing

how physical immortality, " materialization," may be realized through correct know
ledge and use of sexual freedom. 25 cents.
THE PRIEST IN ABSOLUTION, the first number of the "Holy Cross Series," is
from the abridged London edition of the same work, which created so much excitement
The original version was issued by the " High Church" authorities as a
in England.
guide to the clergy in the confessional, and was designed to be introduced into the Eng
lish Church.
25 cents.
CHASTITY OR OUR SECRET SINS; by Dio Lewis, M. D. This book treats of Rea
son vs. Passion, Early Marriages, Preventing Conception, Shaker Teachings about Love,
Obscene Literature, the Social Evil, the Oneida Community Theories, Stirpiculture, and
gives valuable advice to young men ond women. Conservative in its views, it should be
read by all radicals; it discusses grave questions with candor, ability, intelligence. $1.50.
MORAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A Treatise on Population by Robert Dale Owen. This
work is one of the first importance, not only as a reply to Malthus, but also as supplying
to every father and mother of a family the knowledge by which, without injury to
health or violence to the moral feeling, any further increase which is not desired may
be prevented, more especially in cases where the health of the mother or the dimin
ished income of the father imperatively advises no further addition to the number of
This work is illustrated with a frontispiece. Price including postage, 68 cts.
offspring.
THE BLAZING STAR, with an appendix treating of tho JEWISH KABBALA. Also
a tract on the Philosophy of Mr. Herbert Spencer, and one on New England Transcen
dentalism, by Wm. B. Greene. This book lights tho battle of Labor Reform in the arena
of pure metaphysics, on the question of the Human Soul and Human Solidarity; show
ing the " Darwinian Theory," as respects the battle for life in human society, to be the
Philosophy of Civilized Cannibalism, Malthusian Plutocracy, and the worst form of Prus
It is a profoundly able work. -which scholars and other thinkers will
sian Bismarckism.
find it for their interest to consult. $1.50.

CUPID'S YOKES

:

or, The Binding Forces of Conjugal Life.

An Essay

to consider some moral and physiological phases of Love and Parentage, wherein is as
It reveals the prin
serted the natural right and necessity of Sexual Self-Government.
By E. II. Heywood. This book has
ciples and purposes of the Free Love movement.
sent three men and two women to prison; been pronounced " obscene " by two State
Judges, three Juries and five United States Judges; but a half million people, including
President Hayes and att'y General Devens, declare it NOT OBSCENE. Tho more it is
" suppressed " the louder it speaks, proclaiming a now and beneficient Evolution of Lib
erty, Law and Order. Price 15 cents.
PLAIN HOME TALK about the Human System, Habits of Men and Women, Causes
and Prevention of Disease, our Sexual Relations and Social Nature, embracing MEDI
CAL COMMON SENSE, applied to Causes, Prevention, and Cure of Chronic Diseases.
Private Words for Women; Hints to the Children; Private Words for Men ; Irapotency
of Males and Females; the Habits of Men and Women; the Natural Relations of Men
and Women to each other, Society, Love, Parentage ; the Sexual Organs; their Influ
ence upon Development, Health, Soojal Position, and Civilization; History of Marriage
among oil Nations and in all Times; Sexual Immorality; Sexual Moderation; Sexual
Indifference; Adaptation in Marriage, Mental, Physical, Magnetic and Temperamental;
All in language chaste, plain and
Happiness in Marriage; Intermarriage of Relatives.
By E. B. Foote, M. D. 200 Illustrations, 12mo, 935 pages. Over 100,000
forcible.
copies sold. Price, $1.50.
Clear seeing precedes intelligent action ; therefore read good books. Any of th«
above sent on receipt of price. Liberal deductions to Agents and the Trade. Ad
dress Co-operative Publishing Company, Princeton, Mass.

INSPIRATION, SOCIALISM.

FREE LAND, FREE MONEY, FREE TRADE AND TRANSIT.—

Equitable Limit of Price, Personal Liberty Inviolably Sacred.
By the abolition of compulsive interference and ownership in raw materials; of
property in land, which begets rent ; of credit-robbery, which makes Usury pos
sible, will Labor and Love be free in right, war cease, and exchange become civil
ization under the banner of Opportunity and Reciprocity.
UNCIVIL LIBERTY: or, The UnsociiU Heism opposed to Woman Suffrage, the Politi.
cal Usurpation of Men over Women. Eightieth Thousand. By E. H. IIeywood. 15 eenta.
SOCIALISTIC, COMMUNISTIC, MUTUALISTIC, and Financial Fragments ;
By
a suggestive, readable, and instructive book on Living Issues of profound import.
Wm. B. Greene. $1.25.
WOMANHOOD — 1T3 SANCTITIES AND FIDELITIES, by ISABELLA Beecher
Hooker. This is a very able and attractive work on Motherhood, the Social Evil, and
kindred subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
WHAT 13 FREEDOM ? AND WHEN AM I FREE ? Being an attempt to put Liberty
on a Rational Basis, and Wrest its Keeping from Irresponsible Pretenders in Churoh and
State. By Henry Appleton.
15 cents.
TRUE CIVILIZATION: A subject of Vital and Serious Interest to all people; but
By JosiAK WakMost immediately to the men and women of Labor and Sorrow.
ren. 50 cents.
WHAT 13 PROPERTY? By P. J. Proudhon, the great French Socialist. Translated
by Benj. R. Tucker.
A scientific and brilliant literary exposition of Labor Reform, in
which the whole Profit School of Political Economists is engaged and routed. $3.50.
THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE, A proposed Sexual Morality based on the Doctrine of
Evolution, and Recent Discoveries in Medical Science; written with great ability and
fearless purpose, this revolutionary book will deeply interest students of Sociological
Costthb

tendencies towards Freo Love.

$2.00.
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THE MILLER-STRICKLAND DEFENCE;

Under indictment for "cohabiting and
associating together, not being married to each other," argued in person by Leo Miller,
before Judge F. M. Crosby of Minnesota, to which is added the Decision of the .Iodge.
A masterly exposition of Free Love Ideas, this speech profoundly interests every stu
20 cents.
dent of Natural Liberty and Social Reform.
PHYSICAL LIFE OF WOMAN. Advice to the Maiden, Wife, and Mother. By George
H. Naphevs, M. D., member of the Philadelphia Medical Sooiety; Author of the " Trans
mission of Life." 426 pages. 250,000 copies sold. $1.50.
Rev. W. H. H. Murray says: " It is with sincere gratitude to the author that I give
my endorsement to ' The Physical Life of Woman.' I should rejoice at its introduction
among the peoplo until every wife and mother in the country and the world had a copy
in her possession. The author deserves the thanks of every Christian and well-wisher
of the race.
CUPID'S YOKES AND THE HOLY SCRIPTURES CONTRASTED, in a Letter from
Parker Pillsbury to Ezra H. Heywood in Dedham Jail. A faithful exposure of filthy
" ob
passages in the Bible commended to Christians who say physiological knowledge is
scene."
It drags into light, portions of " God's Word " which clergymen dare not read
in their own pulpits; and, placing beside them the passages in Cupid's Yokes on which
Mr. Heywood was convicted, asks, Which is the obscene book ? an old abolitionist says
is a sockdologer and hits below the belt and between the eyes; it will make the
Comstock hypocrites howl." The Bible must go. 10 cents; 70 cents per dozen.
PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN. A Code of Directions for Avoiding most of the
Pains and Dangers of Child-Bearing.
Contents: 1. Healthfulness of Child-B earing;
2. Dangers of Prevention;
3. Medical Opinions as to Escaping Pain; 4. Preparation for
Maternity; 5. Exercise During Pregnancy; 6. The Sitz Bath and Bathing Generally;
7. What Food to Eat and What to Avoid ; 8. The Mind during Pregnancy; 9. The Ail
ments of Pregnancy and their Remedies ; 10. Female Physicians and Anaesthetics. Every
family should have this book. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook. Price, $1.00.
Its gratuitous circulation should be a recognized part of the Woman Movement. — In
dex. A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend. — New York Mail.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A scientific and popular Exposition of the Fundamental
principles in Sociology, by R. T. Trall, M. D. The great interest now being felt in all
subjects relating to human development will make this book valuable to every one. Be
sides the information obtained by its perusal, the bearing of the various subjeots treated,
in improving and giving direction and value to Human Life cannot be over-estimated.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and Phy
siology of both sexes ; explains the origin of Human Life ; how and when Menstruation,
Impregnation, and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number and sex of
offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard tb the begetting and rearing
of beautiful and healthy children. It should be read by every family. With eightt
fine engravings. Prof. Wilder, of Cornell University, says it is the best work yet
written on the subject. Thirtieth Thousand. Price, $1.50.
^
Any of the above works sent, on receipt of price, by the Co-operative Publishing
Company, Princeton, Mass.
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THE WOUD,

'

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF REFORM regarding the subjection ol Labor, of Woman
and the prevalence of War, as unnatural evils induced by false claims to obedienco and
service, favors the Abolition of the State, of Property in Land, of Speculative Income
and all other means whereby Intrusion acquires wealth and power at the expense of
Useful people. Since Labor is the Source of Wealth, creating all values equitably vendable, The Word— not by restrictive methods, but through Liberation and Reciprocity —
seeks the extinction of interest, rent, dividends and profit except as they represent work
done;the abolition of corporations charging more than cost for values furnished, and the
repudiation of so-called debts the principal whereof has been paid in the form of inter
est. E. H. Hetwood, Editor. Terms, 75 cts. yearly. Address The Word, Princeton, Ms.
THE LABOR QUESTION: What it is, and the True Method of its Solution. Terse,
By Charles T. Fowlee. 5 cents.
racy, concise, suggestive.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE HEYWOODS,— of Ezra II., Angela T., Vesta V., and HerCabinet size, 25 cents ; Carte de Visite, 15 cents.
mes S. Heywood.
LEAFLET LITERATURE,— Selected from the latest inspirations of Sensitives and
Thinkers, published in slips by Angela T. Heywood. Price, post-paid, 5 cents per dozen.
HARD CASH: Treats of the Greenback Delusion, and demands the Abolition of Usury
twentieth Thousand. ByE. H. Het
as the Right of Labor and the Duty of Capital,
wood. 15 cents.
This book teaches
VITAL FORCES; HOW WASTED AND HOW PRESERVED.
both young and old to shun those exhaustive and injurious practices that impair their
vitality and destroy life. By Dr. E. P. Miller. 50 cents.
A NEW MONETARY SYSTEM. Bv Edward Kellogg. Being the original state
ment and an exhaustive exposition of the financial principles now proclaimed by the
Cloth, 1.50; paper, $1.00.
National-Greenback -Labor party.
LAND AND LABOR. Their relations in Nature — how violated by Monopoly.
Also
Periodical Business Crises, their cause and cure. These two works are very able
and convincing statements of the Labor Question from the stand-point of Land Reform.
By J. K. Ingalls. 10 cents each.
INTERNATIONAL ADDRESS. An original, comprehensive, and very entertaining
Exposition of the Principles of the Working People's International Association, together
with the Publisher's Notice of the International, and other interesting matter. A stirring
and instructive indication of the drift and Purpose of that world-wide and ominous agi
tation known as The Laior Movement. 15 cents.
WHAT YOUNG l'EOPLB SHOULD KXOW. Tho Reproductive Functions in Man
By Bbet G. Wilder; 26 Illustrations, 12mo. It treats of a
and tho Lower Animals.
delicate subject with frankness and vigor; in u distinctively professional manner, but
What it says of the physiology and Hygiene of reproduction,
with instructive effect.
contains plain lessons of universal application.
$1.50.
FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY, or the Private Companion of Adult People by Charles
Knowlton, M. D., an old time and highly esteemed physician of Ashfield, Mass. First
published by the author in 1834. This is the book the sale of which, in England, caused
125.000 copies sold in three months after
the arrest of Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Bcsant.
It should be read by every one. Price 50 cents.
their arrest.
WHY NOT ? A BOOK FOR EVERY WOMAN. The Prize Essay to which the Amer
ican Association awarded the Gold Medal in 1865. By Prof. II. R. Storer, M. D.
This is an earnest, scholarly and convincing exposure of the evils and prevalence of
Abortion.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00. Also, by the same.
IS IT I T A BOOK FOR EVERY MAN. A companion to Why Not 1 a book for
every woman.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1.00.
THE GREAT STRIKE: Its Relation to Labor, Property and Government. Suggested
by the memorable events which, originating in the Tyrannous Extortion of Railway
" Mollie Maguires,"
Masters, and the Execution of Eleven Labor Reformers, called
June 21st, 1877, culminated in burning the Corporation property in Pittsburg, July 22d,
following, this essay carefully defines the relative claims of Work and Wealth involved
in tho Irrepressible Conflict between Capital and Labor which engages attention
15 cents.
By E. H. Hetwood.
increasingly tho world over.
Kg*" Any of the ubove sent, post-paid on receipt of price by the CO-OPERATIVE
PUBLISHING COMPANY, PRINCETON, MASS.
MOUNTAIN HOME, Princeton Heights: An attractive, healthful, inspiring Rural Re
Address Angela
treat, centrally located. Good rooms and fare, terms reasonable.
T. Heywood, Princeton, Mass.
AGENTS WANTED, — In the States, in Canada and England to canvass for The Co
operative Publishing Co. Boys and Men of good address, Working Girls and Women
are especially successful. Those wishing steady, healthful and remunerative employ
ment, which also helps people to better ideas of life, and more equitable dealing with
each other, should address The Co-operative Publishing Company, Princeton, Mass.

